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NATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS COMMITTEE ON AERIAL PHENOMENA
1536 Connecticut Avenue N. W.

NOrth 7-9434 . Washington 6, D. C.

REPORT ON UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT(S) ^ ^f>9

This form includes questionsasked by the United States Air Force and by other Armed Forces1 investigating agencies, and additional
questions to which answers are needed for full evaluation by NICAP.

After all the information has been fully studied, the conclusionof our Evaluation Panel will be published by NICAP in its regularly
issued magazine or in another publication. Please try to answer as manyquestions as possible. Should you need additional room,
please useanothersheet of paper. Please print or typewrite. Your assistance is of great value and is genuinely appreciated. Thank you.

1. Name ~£? ffUsdL&f7$, §^^^ Place of Employment {%fiAZr1P^v£n&*~ ,
Address *7g0S~ O^**!^^-.^^, Occupation f^si^JiSSt-

&&C14- ?^W& &#, Education y&$o&rrt jf
CJ 9S~~£/0 Special Training i -"""""

Telephone f/£ — Jj^fg-gf* Military Service

2. Date of Observation <<Mbyf~ ^ / 4/T*/ Time AM PM Time Zone

3. Locality of Observation ^j^ gfi^XjCS*?. qA^Ia
4. How long did you see the object? ^^C^^f^"/^^)Minutes Seconds «/ " H )~JJ&4~
5. Please describe weather conditions and the type of sky; i.e., bright daylight, nighttime, dusk, etc. - ~~££J^~ * .

6. Position of the Sun or Moon in relation to the object and to you. \JK^

7. If seen at night, twilight, or dawn, were the stars or moon visible?

8. Were there more than one object? - if so, please tell how many, and draw a sketch of what you saw, indicating
direction of movement, if any.

9. Please describe the object(s) in derail. For instance, did It (they) appear solid, or only as a source of light; was it revolving,
etc? Please use additional sheets of paper, if necessary.

10. Was the object(s) brighter than the background of the sky?

11. If so, compare the brightness with the Sun, Moon, headlights, etc.

12. Did the object(s) — (Please elaborate, if you can give details.)

a.

b.

c.

d.

Appear to stand still at any time?
Suddenly speed up and rush away at any time?
Break up into parts or explode?
Give off smoke?

e. Leave any visible trail?
f.

g-

h.

i.

Drop anything?
Change brightness?
Change shape?
Change color?

13. Didtheobject(s)atanytime pass in front of, orbehind of, anything? If so, please elaborate giving distance, size, etc, if possible.

14. Was there any wind? If so, please give direction and speed.

15. Did you observe the obfect(s) through an optical instrument orother aid, windshield, windowpane, storm window, screening,
etc? What?

16. Did the object(s) have any sound? What kind? How loud?

17. Please tell if the object(s) was (were) —

a. Fuzzy or blurred.
b. Like a bright star.
c. Sharply outlined.



18. Was the object —

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

a.

b.

c.

d.

Self-luminous ?

Dull finish?

Reflecting?
Transparent?

Did the object(s) rise or fall while in motion?

Tell the apparent size of the object(s) when compared with the following held at arm's length:

a. Plnhead

b. Pea

c. Dime

d.

e.

f.

Nickel

Half dollar
Silver dollar

g- Orange
h. Grapefruit
i. Larger

Or, if easier, give apparent size In inches on a ruler held at arm's length.

How did you happen to notice the object(s)?

Where were you and what were you doing at the time?

How did the object^) disappear from view?

Compare the speed of the object(s) with a piston or jetaircraft at the same apparent altitude.

Were there any conventional aircraft in the location at the time or immediately afterwards? If so, please elaborate.

Pleaseestimate the distance of the object(s).

What was the elevation of the object(s) In the sky? Please mark on this hemisphere sketch:

Names and addresses of other witnesses, If any.

Please draw a map of the locality of the observation showing North; your position; the direction from which the object(s)
appeared and disappeared from view; the direction of its course over the area; roads, towns, villages, railroads, and oth^^J^
landmarks within a mile.

Is therean airport, military, governmental, or research installation in the area?

Have you seen other objects ofan unidentified nature? If so, please describe these observations, using a separate sheet of paper.

Please enclose photographs, motion pictures, news clippings, notes of radio or television programs (include time, station and
date, if possible) regarding this or similar observations, oranyother background material. We will return the material to you.

Were you interrogated by Air Force investigators? By any other federal, state, county, or local officials? If so, please state
the name and rankor title of the agent, his office, and details as to where and when the questioning took place.

Were you asked or told not to reveal or discuss the incident? If so, were any reasons or official orders mentioned? Please
elaborate carefully.

We should like permission to quote your name in connection with this report. This action will encourage other responsible
citizens to report similar observations to NICAP. However, If you prefer, we will keep your name confidential. Please note
your choice bychecking the proper statement below. In anycase, please fill inall parts of the form, for our own confidential
files. Thank you for your cooperation.

You may io* my name. ( )

Date of filling out this report:

Please keep my name confidential.

Signature:'

9

jfiS



Copieg of Drawings of the UFO by Witness

Small dark
object emerged

Copy of the first drawing made by the witness, shoeing U$« J Sr^^
the shimmery panels of light" in stepped-down positions. $\r*T

Small dark
object emerged

Small white
light seen
first

Copy of the revised drawing, showing the panels tipped
at an angle, with the small white light in its relative position.
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VICTOR W. KfLLICK '
1857 - 4th AVENUE

SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 95010

Phone 442-6227.

T© the " Sept. 9, 1964.
Co.amanding Officer,
wlatner Air ^orce ^ase,
.^atner :?ield, Sacramento, Calif.

Dear Sir:

• Puring tne l93t 12 years the writer has had charge of the Astronomical
Observatory of Sacramento City College. In the course of our operations I receive
telephone calls-and letters from civilians, government officials and the military
seeding identification of sicy objects they report having seen.

Most of the reported sightings concern astronomical objects, night
flying planes, searcn lights etc. As yet, I have never had a hoax renortedT

Last. Saturday afternoon a woman, unknown to me, phoned my residence
saying sne had been referred to me by the Sacramento Union. She stated that her
?on-in-law had seen some strange lights in tne s>cy the previous night while on a
hunting trip in tne mountains and wanted to Know if anyone else had made a reoort
on it.

I replied tnat we had a report of a brilliant meteor"having passed over
Los Angeles and which had exploded in the Sierra east of Vis-lia, but that event -
had occurred on Thursday night.

I questioned he for detaiis on what her son-in-law had seen and she
called him to the phone. '

•he told ma tnat on Friday night Sept 5th., he and two companions went
out for a deer hunt witn bows and arrows into the region of the Lock Leven lanes,
( Tp. 16-N.- R. 13 E.) in the vicinity south of Cisco, off Hiway 40. during the
late afternoon the- separated to hunt, as darkness approached he realized he was
lost and rather tnon risjc trying to find his way bac* to tneir camp in the daric
over rough terrame ne decided it would be safer to "stay wnere ne was until dawn.
(This part of the story checks, as tnere /.as r.o moon tnat-night;.

he says ne found a tree in a protected location, climbed into it and
fastened himself-to one of its branches with nis belt. Soon he noticed a blowing
light moving and hodrering along a nearby ridge. He describes it as moving liter-'
alay and vertically, over and beyond the ridge. It made no sound. It came closer
and at an estimated distance of g-mile some sort of vehicle aoDeared to land on
the ridge.

Shortly tnereafter he heard a crackling of some one armroaching through
the nearby shubbery. Two human being*, a^out 5-feet tall, dressed' in white came and
stood under his tree and looked up at him. Tney did not spealc but uttered a cooing
sound resembling the sound of a dove. Latsr, two other moving robot-like moving
objects appeared. Tnese emmitted a noxious gas ,wnich tended to gag and choke: him.
He shot three arrows at tnem , one of which hit a robot with a' metalic sound and was
recovered later, ne finally tore off parts of his camor'large suit, set fire to rieces
witnmatches he carried and dropped tnem to tne ground in an effort to start a small
grass fire which he hoped would attract the forest service. Tnis caused the visitors
to leave him unharmed.

I ascertained he is a married man, 26 years old, employed at Aero-Jet
plant here. Has a brother also employed at the same plant. His hu.-.ting Dart) applied
for a fire permit at the nearby ranger station, ne stated he Knew the story was hard
to believe and tnat ne did now want to let it get out in the newspaoers, and did not



•' (2)

yant to reveal his name, '.v'nich I did not press him to do, but I did get him to gi"e
me his mother-in-la-s' telephone number, he said he thought it was his duty to notify
someone in authority to have the matter investigated, ( as a publie security matter).

On Sept. 6th. I received another telephone call from the wife of the man.
Tney made an appointment to meet me at my nome and appeared shortly after l:P.i.l. ,
together with his brother. They brought along a forest service map, pin-pointed the
location tne episode and also the arrow in question witn a dented point.

I told them that the Air Force may want to investigate the incident; that
I was sceptical myself, but would luce to assist in helping them get to the bottom
of it. Tne'/said they would welcome and give assistance to such an investigation, provided
not,publicity was attacned to it.

As far as my contact with them goes, these people all appear in good health
and rational. The faaily believes the man's story. They told me that when he got home
he was "as pale as a sheet", and badly shaken up. I did a little probing to try and
find an ulterior motive without success. I nave a certain degree of confidence in their
verasity and sincerity.

If you desire to have the matter investigated I think I can arrange for
a private meeting with the principal and his family and your investigators.

Yours very truly,



UFO Tape Recording, 25 Sep 6k, 552 AEW & C Wing, Intelligence
Branch, Subject: Mr D Shrum, Interviewer: SMSgt Barnes

Shrum: EKEKSsT: I never heard any noise out of there. I uh just uh

Barnes: Its aaa just something you would never want to meet up with
again.
Shrum: Ueh, uh wouldn't want to be on the ground, that's for sure.

Barnes: And uh you uh you covered the didn't uh recovered the see cloth
uh you uh recovered a canteen.

Shrum: Yeh, the canteen is there,

Barnes: The arrow

Shrum: And the arrow is all that urn and

Barnes: And you had a physical since then?

Shrum: Yes, I had a complete physical since then. The electrocardigram,
uh Chest X-Rays, lungs and uh everything and uh blood tests and uh all you uh

Barnes: This, you did this all on your own?

Shrum: Yes, uh uh I just worrfed abeut my own, I didn't know if I had
contacted radioactivity. All with what had ahppened with the gasket,
hurt my lungs, or something so I had it all checked out Okay.

Barnes: See, this has happened about a week ago now.

Shrum: Oh, it was about two weeks now.

Barnes: Two weeks.

Shrum: About two weeks now again, yeh.

Barnes: Has this bothered you since then?

Shrum: I say uh that a small pain in my chest but uh, it could have been
caused by just hanging on to the tree, stuff like that or the cold or it was
about uh I found out that my brother who was listening to the weather report
at home and it was about 36 to 65 so thats pretty cool'up there.

Barnes: Its a wonder you didn't catch pnuemonia, ipyKZ*"!y

Shrum: Yeh, I ended up with just my tee shirt on. I uh think I burnt
everything.

Barnes: I guess thats uh uh about all I can think of. Uh, Okay that should
do it Captain.
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REPU TO

ATTN OF: TDEW

HEADQUARTERS

FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY DIVISION

AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE. OHIO

SUBJECT:UFO Sighting, Sacto Area, k Sep 6k 2 Oct 6k

to: 552 AEW & C Wing
McClellan AFB, California

1. Reference your message, 5200PP-I 9-271, 25 Sep 6k, pertaining
to an unidentified flying object reported by Mr Donald R Shrum.

2. Request tape recording and other materials received in conjunc
tion with the referenced UFO report be forwarded to this office.

.3* Request the following questions be asked of the investigating
officers, Capt McCloud and SMSgt R Barnes:

a. Did the interviewing officers feel that this occurance could
have been attributed to an owl or other such birds or animals, coupled
with an overactive imagination on the part of the witness?

c • ..

b. Witness stated that lights noticed were believed to be a
helocopter looking for him. Was the reason for this statement ascer
tained?

c. Regarding the loud crashing in the brush. What was the
closest approach of the two human like figures that were crashing
through the brush? Were the objects which reacted to the fire the
same as those which crashed'through the brush?

d. What form did the violent reaction take when fire was thrown?
Were the objects on the ground when fire was thrown at them?

e. Whattform of harrassment caused the witness to climb higher
into the trees?

f. Reference is made to a moveable UFO figure with a' light.
Was this described in detail?

YOU . THE NUCLEUS OF SECURITYI



-.• ^

g. What is the basis for saying Mr Shrum is mature and stable?

k. It is requested that in the future, UFO reports be addressed to
the Foreign Technology Division (FTD), Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio
and not AFSC (FTD), Andrews AFB, Md.

FOR THE COMMANDER

7 Colonel, USAF
/Pbeputy for Technology
[/\ and Subsystems



'""s

Ltr, FTD (TDEW), 2 Oct 6k, UFO Sighting, Sacto Area, k Sep 6k

1st Ind (5200P-I) 8 Oct 1964

552nd AEW&C Wing, McClellan AFB, California

TO: Foreign Technology Division (AFSC)
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

1. As requested in basic letter, the following information is sub
mitted:

a. Reference Para 2 - Tape recording and arrowhead forwarded.
Also forwarded is copy of letter from Mr. Victor W. Killick.

b. Reference Para 3a - Yes. Due to the area in question being
in California's recent fire-danger area, it was impossible to search the
area.

c. Reference Para 3b - As stated in the tape recording of the
actual conversation with the individual he believed his companions had
begun a search for him.

d. Reference Para 3c - Approximately 6 to 10 feet. Yes.

e. Reference Para 3d - Withdrawal from the immediate area. Yes,
during the entire encounter.

f. Reference Para 3e - Attempts of the intruders and/or objects to
climb the tree or to dislodge him from the tree.

g. Reference Para 3f - Yes, in the tape recording attached to this
report.

h. Reference Para 3g - Interview of a personal family acquaintance
presently employed as instructor for Sacramento City College as Astronomer,
and personal observations of the interviewing officials in two separate
interviewing sessions and locations.

2. Future UFO Reports will be forwarded as requested in Para k.

FOR THE COMMANDER

DOUGLAS W. HAWKINS

Captain, USAF
Chief, Administrative Services

3 Attchs

1. Tape Recording
2. Arrowhead

3. Ltr fr Mr. Victor W. Killick
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April 10, 1966

Dear Donald,

I'm sorry for not followirg through sooner on our project
to develop more information on vhat ue will call the "Cisco
Grove" incident. I'm sure you ere avare of the sudden increase
in attention that is being giver to the general subject 01 UFO s,
but that these are stories that have been nearly the same for
about 20 years. It is particularly important, then, for us to
know more about the sort of thing you can help us with.

^7 — YAPRO has received a small sum of money that can be usedl
f --"To pay "your transportation cost;, to Berkeley, where wehave
° developed a team of scientists :o work with you. I think *"•

can te accomplished in about throe trips, if you are still filling
to come down and be examined as we discussed. Since the ar.stance
is about 100 miles and a reasonable milage rate is 9 A you would
receive £18 per trip that would not have to be reported as income.

We have a medical doctor (Dr. Anita Brothers) who specializes
in hypnosis and can be helpful in that if she deteruines that that
is what is needed to bring out material buried in your memory.
Initially she would like to see you any Monday morning about
10:00 A.M. (I assume you are still working swing shift) jut to
talk to you. I will try to phene you some noon tine after I m
sura this letter has reached ycu.

I'm sure you are aware of the very great importance of the
information you can supply, anc the necessity we all have to
avoid any publicity.

With the very best regarc's,

2808 Hilgard St.

Jamos A. Harder

2805 Hilgara si. <^_-7 \ *j>
Berkeley 9, Calif. (lAJ&44*^

U^s *£&*&£»
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THE UNIVERSITY OP ARIZONA JUH 2 5 196&
TUCSON, ARIZONA
INSnTUTB OF ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS

6-17-66

Dear Paul:

, . ' Hope your trip went well. Mine did. Blue-
book was simply unbelievable. All evidence sug- ^
gests foulup not coverup. Quintanllla muoh worse ^
than I had suspeoted. I believe I may have got-

: . ten things shaken up a bit there, but time will
, . tell. I'm pursuing several paths, and haven't

hit any insuperable obstaoles yet.

On that bow-hunter/^ase; Could you send me
his exact name (S^BflPj?"), and do you have his
ad-iress? Have you^ound the correot date of

• . the inoident? I'm trying to cheok the Calif.
>' bow-hunting dates as one rough crossoheok. In

;: . ._ Ariz, it's Sept. (rifle in Oct.), and the Game &
Fish people tell me Calif, runs even earlier than
here, so Sept. does sound right. The lunar oon-

„ dltlons, as I pointed out at NICAP, seem to rule
.*£ out Sept. 6 1961^, but do fit Sept. 6, 1963.

*JJm .. j\ I'm worried (after hearing the tape again in
W O&^l S^- NYC at Iaab«4 Davis') about Just how he managed
\'J -rpJ^ " h^~, to olimb a tree whose lowest branohes were some
trt "„ Li/- 12 ft above ground. Any iddas on that?

)M *" of '
^ Curiously, I've heard/a second taped inter

view with the same guy. Deoided I'd better get
out and see our hometown UFO group, so spent an
interesting evening at the Lorenzen's. ,They are
not as extreme as J feared. They have^a tape
on the same guy. JJo date ~givenj They thought
it was Nov. .1961;, but that does not seem to fit

____ bow season. They had photos of tree, and one
"" jlJi wlth SP"W?) posed in tree to show positions.

**0 (r* vPt A Plne» sald t0 be blS enough at base that you
&».p., WJy- ~-"77^ oould not enolrcae it with both arms. Again,

""""*- <'. How'd he olimb the damned thing then?

I'm confused on the history of recovery of
the three arrowheads. Could you possibly reoap
that for me? Best regards.

ff*+^ 2&'£X+%*&/'

. 1 ••}



April 18, 1966

Dear Donald,

I v/as very glad to hear from you and
to come down to Berkeley. I have so
April. 25, at 10:30 A.M. I think it
house then, so that wc can go togcthe
if you could plan to arrive hero bctw
in my car. I have a class at 11, but
I can easily find a substitute; howev
will want to talk to you alone. . She
partly because her late husband v/as a

to learn that you will be able
t up a time for us next Monday,
would be best if you came to iry

r to the office of Dr. Brothers;

cen 10 and 10:15 v/e will go over
fortunately it is a quiz day, so "

er it is likely that Dr. Brothers
is very open minded on our subject,
fan, and is thouroughly trustworthy.

My,aidress is 2808 Hilgard St. but that is little help without a map.
I will draw one at the bottom' of this page.

I'm glad to learn that your are in a new houses of your own!

Sincerely yours,

Jir/ Harder

Hiway kO from Sac.

" Berkeley next three exits" (take first exit)

f "Gilman Street"

'oc&? l/ocfc San Pablo Ave.

\ t\4- Lbeh r
__^ g- in/4* __^7

l/k block

Cedar Street

La Vereda St.

ihLk
Hilgard St.

^Private road
D'

0ur house

2£o£ M'/fot*/



Mr. Henry C. Kaweoki
Box 151
Fleetwood, Pennsylvania

Dear Mr. Kaweoki1

In tfeference to ray letter and enclosure of
last November 15, have you mm been able
to come up with any analysis of the arrow
head?

Sincerely yours.

RH/rat

Richard Hall
Assistant Director

June 3» 1966



Henry C. Kawecki m/
Consulting Engineer

Box 151

Fleetwood, Pa.

June 13, 1966

he t> ^

Tel. (A.C. 215)
WH-4-8080

Mr. Richard Hall
Assistant Director
National Investigations Committee
on Aerial Phenomena
Washington 6, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hall:

In reply to your letter of June 3, in
reference your November 15 letter together with
enclosures, our analytical people could find no
trace of any substance on the arrowheads and
therefore there was really nothing to be ana
lyzed.

A couple of months ago we sent the sample
of tin which we reported to you was found at
the New Jersey siting of about a year ago to
Oak Ridge National Laboratory for an isotopic
analysis. This was done at the request of
Major S. Zaleski of Patrick Air Force Base,
Florida who, because of his personal interest,
felt that possibly a particular isotype of tin
would be an ideal coolant in fusion-powered
craft. The analysis from Oak Ridge showed the
tin to be of normal isotopic distribution, with
the comment however that it was of unusual puri
ty.

Best regards.

Sincerely,



• n* ' |96>4 r pwttr 4

Dr. James E. McDonald
Institute of Atmospheric Physics
The University of Arizona
""ueson, Arizona
85721

Dear Dr. McDonald:

C(S~ F/^^Ly -tt- Uikw J>^)

July 14, 1956

Sorry I have not answered sooner, but am still swamped here with
NICAP work. I am cutting out my lectures and some other activi
ties to be able to cope with the situation.

I managed to talk to Mr. Shrum, (Bow hunter case) on the week-end
of July 4th. First of all, I would prefer that you did NOT
disclose any of thi3 additional information to the Lorenzen's (APRO)
They have chosen to be ouite uncooperative with NICAP in a number
of ways and have deliberately dropped me from their membership,
solely because I was only a "subscriber" and not a hard working
contributor, (I have more than I can handle in NICAP), I see no
reason why they should benefit. As it is, Shrum still wishes
to remain anonymous and especially from the newspapers. Professor
Harder of the University of Berkeley had interviewed and taped
Shrum»s story for APRO.

otaiM*^ ASoy£U w111 nofc*ce fr0m the Pictures enclosed, which were made on
^^^iiJ^^lJ^^:1110' fc?e ******** October 1964, which establishesfc^iV^'the year and the previous month of September, as the month. Don
Mjuw• ^oldTTme, tha^ deer season for bow and arrow usually starts on Labor

Day Week-end and runs for ten days. He was pretty sure that they
/O !25i!?v.OUVn the area Jk^^sjLj^^ Day/1c/iL !ulc5'of course, would be t"te previous Mondayr^aatshould tiep^ the date down. sepr. .6/,, ,*M. 9HskjL£> ^ ?_ ^

^+* 4Jn He says he can not remember exactly, but he thinks the moon was
probably half or a little more in size at that time. He said
he was too interested in his "company" at the time to be checking
on the size of the moon.1 UnderstandableJ



- 2 - July 14, 1966

They returned to the spot about two week-ends later, he and three
companions; one his brother, one of the fellows that was with him
the night of the incident and another friend. On this return trip,
he found the arrow that he gave us (NICAP) in the top of a manzanita
bush. The third arrow was never found, but could possibly have
been recovered by the A.F. when they went in and combed the area.
He recovered the first arrow/the morning after the incident, when
he climbed down from the tree-and gave it to the A.F. He said
he recovered his canteen nearby, but could not find any of the
money that he had thrown down. Apparently the little visitors
had picked them up and kept them. (Coin collectors???)

He got up into the tree by standing on top of a rock, three to
four feet high, j'ust under the tree. Being six foot-two, he was
just able to reach the lowest limbs to pull himself up into the
tree. The creatures tried to boost each other up from ground
level but made no attempt to get on top of the same rock as he
had done, possibly they were too short or short legged. He did
say that later one of the robotB was standing on the same rock
when it was attempting to gas him. Yet, later the two robots
stood facing each other on the same rock when the gassing between
them became Intense, but apparently made no attempt to climb the
tree themselveB. Only the kunanoids attempted to climb the tree
from ground level. He gave the Impression the humanolds were
much more mobile as they would scamper back when he threw fire down
at them, the robots did not. This seems more apparent also as he
said the one robot had swept its arm through one of this fires
deliberately scattering it.

I asked Don Shrum if he had ever read or had any knowledge of UFO's
or Flying Saucers before this experience and he said only the UFO
movie that he had seen on TV, a year or two before (Al Chop story
and the YJashington, D. C. radar case, etc.). If you still want
hie address, I will write and ask his permission to pass it on to
you. Since he is touchy about any further publicity, I will not
volunteer it without his consent. He is a rather mild mannered
and soft spoken, quiet chap and I certainly can not see any reason
or advantage in his making up such a story. I personally am
inclined to believe him! He is frankly trying to forget it I Hope
this helps clear things up that you were in doubt about. If I
can help further, let me know.

PC/br
enc. photos and sketch

bcc: Dick Hall

Best regards,

Paul Cerny
Bay Area Subcommittee of NICAP



BAY AREA SUBCOMMITTEE OF NICAP

(NATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS COMMITTEE ON AERIAL PHENOMENA)

THE SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION
OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS

July 2?, 1965

RGCEIVEDAM i

737SARANAC DRIVE
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
PHONE: 736-0550

Mr. Richard Hall - NICAP

1536 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D. C, 20036

t

Dear Dick:

Some time ago I think you requested from each of us the present status of
the Subcommittees. Ray Rees, Dave Slette, and myself are the only active
ones at present. The other two are going to be involved in some violent
"grate-shaking" as soon as I can get a little time and possibly will be
dropping them from the S.C. I am on the constant look for qualified rep
lacements, especially with good technical backgound. I have two or three
persons in mind but want to see how their interest continues and grows.
Dave is on vacation right now and Ray will be in another week. I will_be_
on KCBS Radio "Spectrum 74" program tomorrow **+— 1JJ-U^ ""g6-13
last tinre-JL^M^-^-v^-'am navxng the worst time collecting this data.

My vacation trip resulted in three good tape recorded interviews. Mrs.
Lund, Missoula, Montana; Mr. & Mrs. John Harlan, Biggs, Calif.} and
Donald Shrum, Orangevale, Calif. (Robot contacts).

I read the recent attacks on NICAP in the two "Rags", Saucer News (Moseley)
and Palmers' Flying Saucers. It all sounded extremely childish and stupid
to me. I think both these little boys are still in diapers it

Best regards,

PCC:jc
End.

-ya^c

Paul



RECEIVED OCT- 11965

BAY AREA SUBCOMMinEE_OF_NjCAP.
(NATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS COMMITTEE ON AERIAL PHENOMENA)

THE SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION
OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS

September 29, 1965

737SARANAC DRIVE
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
PHONE 736-0550

tEceivEQOCi -*«*

Mr. Richard Hall - NICAP
1536 Conneotiout Ave., N.W.
Washington, D. C, 20036

Dear Dick!

This is mostly for you and Lee Katohen. I have just received two arrow
heads from David Slette our Sacramento Subcommittee member who is follow
ing up on the Donald SHI Cicso Grove, Calif, deer hunting sighting
where Shrum was treed by robots and small humanoids after dark in the
wilds. He shot three arrows at the robots last fall (&+). The AF has
kept the other arrow-head, but if you want me to send these in to you for
metalurgy tests as Lee suggested, I will send them.

David tells me that
we can arrange same*

is willing to-take a sodium-pentathol test if
How do we go about this? Please let me know.

Any satisfaction on Inoident #3 yet?

Best regards,

Paul

PCCtJc
P.S. Hope you got the art illustrations I sent and that they aren't

damaged* Sent a bunoh of slides yesterday too*

2U



. '*

Dear Mr.

I'm sorry that we did not get a chance to talk before you moved;
now I find that the telephone company does not have a new number for
you. I'm addressing this to your old address in the hopes that it .
will be forwarded and that'you can write me when it would be possible
for me to see you in Sacraiaento. Monday is the only week-day I can
be away in the morning, but Saturday or Sunday would be al] right. •
Iam most anxious to find from you some details, but of course'your
privacy will be scrupulously respected.

I'm looking forward to hearing from you. As for the times I could be
in Sacramento, the 2j,th would be a good day; I could arrive about
10:00 A.M.

Sincerely yours,

James A'. Harder
2808 Hilgard St.
Berkeley 9, Calif.

October 17, 1965
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October 20, 1966

Mr. Henry C. Kawecki
Box 151
Fleetwood, Pennsylvania

Dear Mr* Kawecki:

With reference to your letter of June 13, the
person who loaned us the arrowheads for analyses
requests that they be returned to him:

Paul Cerny
Box 2132
Sunnyvale, California*

We are very encouraged about the new UFO study to
be conducted by Dr. Condon at the University of
Colorado, and we will be directly involved in it*

Sincerely yours.

Richard Hall
Assistant Director
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October 20, 1966

Mr. Paul C* Cerny
Box 2132 -,
Sunnyvale, California

Dear Paul:

f^\ I got the word from Lee Katchen and Dr. Alaofon
that you failed to receive the arrowhead analysis*
A duplicate copy is enclosed* I will write
Mr. Kawecki today asking him to return the arrow
heads to you.

If one-fifth of the cases you mentioned are
verified, you will have established some rather
fantastic things* Wish there was some way we
could help, but we are being directly involved
with the Condon group in Colorado*

Sincerely yours,

Richard Hall
Assistant Director



s*

Mr. Richard Hall
NICAP

1536 Connecticut Avenue
Washington, D. C.
20036

Dear Dick:

Cjvrf^l

P..0. Box 2132
Bunnyvale, California
94088

October 25, 1966

I received your letter the other day with the report from the
Chemical Firm on the arrow heads. I had not received a pre
vious notation on this; if sent, it must have become lost in
the mail. I am sorry that they found nothing of interest in
the chemical analysis. When I sent the arrow head in, there
was a tiny smear of platinum colored metal on one of the blades
of the arrow tip. Possibly this could have worn off or flaked
off in transit. It would be interesting to acquire the arrow
heads that the Air Force have in their possession.

I see that I made print in Palmer's December Issue of his Fly
ing Saucer Magazine. Not in name, but as the NICAP represent
ative in the San Jose Area; pertaining to Dr. Strange1s lecture
and showing of his film of the Phenomena 7.7 at San Jose State.
I will copy this portion from the magazine and send it to you
I think you will find it interesting. I do intend to anonymously
write Mr. Palmer and inform him exactly what took place and parti
cularly the audiance reaction to the film. I will also send
you a copy of that.

In my September vacation trip this year, which I had another week,
l think I might have mentioned to you of utilizing a trip to
Montana and Wyoming for a trout fishing jaunt. I know it has been
a long time since, but I have had so much to do here that I just
haven't gotten around to relaying an interesting thing that
happened on the trip.

I was driving north toward Yellowstone Park from Jackson Hole
Wyoming and listening to the local radio station, KSGT, in
Jackson, at approximately noon time. I was rather surprised
to hear a program interview with the local disc jockey and our



October 25, 1965

AIRMAIL

Paul C. Cerny
737 Saranac Drive
Sunnyvale, California

Dear Paul:

iSnSh!; Wi°lU{ j£ t8oel o°ver0tnemiSldltime

as possible. ' etc,» tnat

have been meaning to take
to write a letter of any
.Your October 22 package
no^fJ1,0? J?8ePhine Clark,
possible background on
general correspondence,
J01*;, supervi sing member-
J- still have to be as brief

and^unfreportf8everal^fTWhat Wlth the ****** Press releasepossibilitie^cTunl^others supposedly on the SuEco&te^! iX%J^£&™**™

* ^\ink we should make i? pla?n we a?e aw^r^n? v" that wa^ Howfver,
sightings are caused bv Daonii n!J ?re aware of Venus and that manv
connection with Hlo V?Jt^S ySS Apln^r*11* ?\ Sky' A1°° ^
take time to read the public r«l»Mnn- I ef]riew' X wlsh 5™ would
Handbook. I know you a?e haJrHsSd ™2 K9Ct<lon of the Subcommittee
time for us, but it is ver? fmco?Ln?d«.harried t00' and working over-not to say) to the ^^£!£?SS?t£ 5ST Evicts?'* (Md ^
Berlin^p^oSiFsCdhori°„1Clm wc'r^o^us £2d„dl* »ith th« k°°^ Don
something about that. Delia Lars™ i! ES^S? now' wil1 tr^ to doshe was. exj-a Larson ia even a bigger nut than I thought

let^is^ng^S^'h^: 2J~ "«! T?*1"** ln *™ Oct. 5— • • s—-&I„LoP0 more comes of it onA way or the other.

pentahhoi test could b. M^&i&^JSS'JgJJ?*'-



October 28, 1966

Mr. Paul Cerny
Box 2132
Sunnyvale, California

Dear ifo*. Cerny:

I am returning herewith at the request
•of Mr. Richard Hall of NICAF, the arrow
heads which you had submitted for analysis*

An he has orobably informed you, wo
v/cre unable to find material for analysis
other than the 3teol of which the arrowheads
were maae* Your story's a very interesting
one and I repret that we could not be of
help.

Yours very truly,

HCK: ja
Enclosure:

cc:Richard Hall
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November 15, 1965

Mr. Henry C. Kawecki
Box 151
Fleetwood, Pa*

Dear Mr* Kawecki:

HENRY C. KAWECKI
DmscroB

Kawecki Chemical Company
BOYERTOWN, PA

TELEPHONE

567 2181

The enclosed arrowhead has a wild story which
goes with it, and I feel sort of foolish submitting
it for analysis. But we try to be objective and it
is difficult to know where to draw the line.

A man named Donald Schrum of Orangeville, Calif.,
tells our Bay Area Subcommittee that he was hunting
deer in Desolation Valley, near Cisco Grove, Calif»

-ozBfcfc (I believe this was last year, though I don»t
have the exact reference at hand)! He came across a
mixture of strange beings, some robot-like and some
small humanoids. Supposedly he shot an arrow and hit
one of the robots* When he retrieved it later (after
allegedly being treed overnight, frightened by the
creatures), he says there were traces of a grayish
metal on the arrowhead (enclosed).

Since creatures of both types have in the past
been reported in connection with landed UFOs—we
have no way of knowing how reliably at this point—
we feel it is worth trying to determine if there are
any traces on the arrowhead*
Meanwhile* I will try to determine more details of

the alleged Incident, the date, and the handling of the
arrowhead in the interim* I seem to recall that the
Air Force had the arrowhead for a while, but will check
on that point too (no pun intended)*

Sincerely'your8,

RHjh

1 t

Richard Hall
Assistant Director

** P, 5 . Jn^cU/il ("?«' 1rdly oC'uKfd •" V*\\ l""'6Y



MAJOR DONALD E. KEYHOE
USMC (RET.) DIRECTOR

GORDON I. R. LORE. JR.
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

NATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS COMMITTEE

ON AERIAL PHENOMENA

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20036

July 28, 19^8

Mr. Paul Cerny

Box 2152
Sunnyvale, Calif. 9^87

Administrative office.!

1336 CONNECTICUT AVE.. N.W.

TELEPHONE: (202) 667-9434

Dear Paul,

In preparing material for the new volume of the UFO Evidence,
we are coming across numerous references for which there must
be some clarification, before we can use the material. In this
case, the incident involves the occupant report by Shrum, at
Cisco Grove, California, in September, 19&W Since you were
involved in that investigation, we are hoping that you can
answer the following questions!

1. From your own notes, can you confirm the date of September *Z<f&^r
11-12, 1964 (the Friday following Labor Day, I beliove_you wrote (J^^^
to McDonald.)

%&&
Which of the two types tried

- (*z&
Which of the two types tried

Anything you can do in the way of clarification on these points
will be of great help. You can write directly to Isabel Davis, as
she is writing the section on occupants.

Thanks in advance for your assistance. There may be other matters
we'll be contacting you about converning material for the Evidence.

^Wy ptrfjUJl <& k

Bestregards,

(Ted Bloecher
' NICAP Staff

j2_^

2 There appears to have been two of the bigger guys; but how;*^Z-/i^^.
many of the smaller, and what was their size? The tape we have S^^A^f^^;
refers to 3or 4; Lorenzen, in her magnum opus on occupant8^5^^^ ^Z
refers to one, possibly two. Can you specify?.—,_ 3I^&a, ^gflg^yff^1-c^^jl.
?. Which of the two groups of beings wero the^so-called "robots?"
There is a groat deal of confusion her*





"Zra-^-Q

/^n?i-4*~*irj?*j>rer^-r/'sf'sifsr-Tv'ni.1•*•'\L^

*^/^P^^^p™"Wlfe
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Mr. Paul Cerny
Box 21J2
Sunnyvale, Calif,

Dear Pauls

August 17, 1963

Thanks for your annotated r»sponse to By last letter, plus the extra
material on Shrum, The more I see on that caae, the more I am •truck
by its credibility (in spite of the high degree of strangeness). We
(that is to say, Dick Hall and I) are preparing material on occupants
to present to a selected panel for review (specialist* in anthropology,
biology, osvohology, etc), cement and suggestions. This is in preparation
of the proposed section on occupants that Major Keyhoa has okayed for
the new Evidence. The project involve* slot of work, and we are trying to
get as muoh additional data on selected cases as we can grab. Both

K~J Isabel and I think the Cisco Grove ease should be among the six we plsn
to submit. Thing is, it's going to take even more information than we
now have. Do you think you ca~> provide? It may be worth it.

Whet I need from you chiefly ia a transcript (ver batim as noaeible) of
the taped interview you had with Shrum, date of the interview, niece, and
the oeople involved. You may have sent a copy of the tape to NICAP, but
unfortunately we just don't have time to start transcribing it now—we
must depend on you for that. Even if we had the tape, it would be impossible
to locate it, since someone has been through the tapes closet like s tornado
end nothing is in the right place, or even identified. We will have to
deoend on you for s transcript of it. The other items we need are not so
difficult* 1) a local m»v of the srea, showing as close as oossible the
general srea near Cisco Grov* where the incident occurred^ 2) a diagram
from y~u ''or Shrum) showing as carefully as possible the immediate area of
the incident, including the tree, hillside, end the area the occupants came
from, etc. Lastly, do you know en artist who will sit down with Shrum and
get drawings of th<» creaturea from the witness' descriptions and careful
corrections? We need these so we have en ides of the differences he was
sware of. to>rds just don't do it,

I know this is asking a grent deal, but if it can be managed, I think that
the Shrum case is one thst would be extremely valuable to include in this
panel survey. If the information can't be supplied, I don't think we can
do it with what we have now. Let me know hew you feel about it, I know
you're groening with the amount of work it enteils, but I do think it will
be more than worth it.

Issbel got your card, for which she thanks. She'll be out of the hospital
next Thursday. Operations went well, so far so good.

Regards,



NATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS COMMITTEE

dW£^2^ ON AERIAL PHENOMENA
i r—• -^ WASHINGTON. D. C. 20036MAJOR DONALD E. KEYHOE

USMC (RET.) DIRECTOR

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE.,

1936 CONNECTICUT AVE.. N.W.

GORDON I. R. LORE. JR.
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR August 27, 1968 TELEPHONE! <202l 087-8434

Mr, Paul Cerny
Box 2152
Sunnyvale, Calif.

Dear Paul,

94087 f^H^

(D

(pi:

d>

v-

I have some more questions about the Shrum case, if you can stand iti
Can you tell me when you first learned of the case, and how_?

Do you know when Harder made his investigation? yt/v^v^j

How many interviews did you have with Shrum? And where ?

And who was present ^pa**-

Can you loan me the se_t_or photo,
promise to get them back to you? We have a gimmick you can use on Xerox
for making better reproductions.

Isabel tells me that she sent the original taped interview back to you
This is the one I believe Jim McDonald brought to KYO in June 1966. Dl
you have a transcript of this? I recall that it was a rather poo
and there were a number of things on it that weren't too clear.

Can you tell us_raore about the Air Force involvement? That is, when di
ghrum report it, and when did they investigate it ? I hope to write BB
for more information on their involvement, and their conclusion, jiould

. ji ^e£hrum be agreeable to further interviews? The hypnosis idea might not
V̂ •^/be a bad one. ~V _ -^»4 J^ ^^

/W^ V/e sent out the preliminary letters to prospective panelists for the
' review of occupant reports today, and hope to include the Cisco 3rove

case, but it will take a lot of work getting the material upinto_
report form. Anything else you can provide on background ,^^^L would
be of great help. Hate to bug you so about this case, but it's so damn

"jteZs' unusual that it merits some kind of review. Incidentally, this panel
sV^Ls project will be handled confidentially, so we'd appreciate it if you
^~^\~~ wouldn't mention it to anyone—at least for the time being.
r&sy
— Hope you can supply the akarez information to the above. Also, we need

a map showing location. Can't think of anything else at the moment.
3est regards, and thanks for you help.

Hastily,

hf£>,

**&*$

(Vfr^i



BAY AREA SUBCOMMITTEE OF NICAP

THE SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION NATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS COMMITTEE P.O. BOX 2132
OP UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS ON AER|AL PHENOMENA SUNNYVALE,CALIF. 94087

1886 CONNECTICUT AVENUE. N. W.

• WASHINGTON, D. C 80038
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Fre.u hand-written notes by Paul Cerny, dated 8/5/68, in answer to TRB's
U--.6r of 7/28/68.

1. Yes. (Date is sept. 11/12, 1964)/

2. All were nbout the same size. StpM| said about A to 5 feet high.
Two robots and three humanoida.

% The two that appeared as robots, "aoted" like robots and appeared to
be covered with metal(Silvery).

4. The humanoida (tried to climb the tree).

5. The robots (gassed SjgfcV).

Separate sheets SlSMtCaso, additional notes.

A. Please remember that SfiSft does not want his name used in any write-ups.'

2. He has told us several times he would be willing to be hypnotized to
attempt to learn more,

5. Robots nor humanoids did not float in air as APRO aaid.

k. The two robots looked a little different, plus the metallic appearance
(resembling platinum), than the other humanoids.

5, Two robots and two humanoids remained beneath the tree during the
ordeal but 3MB said he was aware of one or two more humanoids nearby
that stayed back from the scene; he occasionally caught sight of them
and could hear them thrashing around in the brush occasionally. .

Do you have any copies of 3QQ^ letters to me or any copies of the
pictures of the tree and rock area that he sent me a few weeks after the
ordeal? I have them but thought I had sent you copies some time ago.

Regards,

/a/ Paul
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August 28, 1968

Major James H. Aikman
Civil Branch, Community Relations Dlv.
Office of Information (3AF0I)
Department of the U.S. Air Foroe
Washington, D,C. 20530

Dear Major Aikman,

UW» would appreciate having some details regarding e flighting by Donald
SWBfron the night of September 11/12, 1964, in the vicinity of Cisoo

•~\ Grove, California.

Can you tell us when Mr. 3VO| reported hie sighting to the Air Forc©i
end when the Air Foroe Investigation was made, end who made it?

According to our report by the Bay Area Subcommittee, Mr. SpHaVaoid
that one of the three arrows he used that night woa taken by the Air
Force personnel for analysis, since there appeared to have been bits

y^J of aetal fragments on ths tip. Can you provide any "Information on the
subsequent analysis? Mr* Sin also advised that the arrow had not
been returned to him. Can you verify, this?

Finally, we would appreciate knowing what the final conclusion was
following the official investigation. Thank you in advance for your
cooperation*

- c.

#

Very truly yours,

Ted Bloaoher

NIOAP Staff
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August 28, 1968

Major Janes H, Aikman
Civil Bronoh, Community Relations Div,
Offioe of Information (3AFOI)
Department of the U.S. Air Foroe i
Washington, D.C, 20JJO

Dear Major Aikmon,

We would appreciate having acme dotaila regarding a flighting by Donald
Shrum on the nipht of September 11A2, 1964, in the vioinity of Oiaoo
Qrove, California.

Can you tell us when Mr. Shrum roported his sighting to the Air Foroe,
end when the Air Foroe investigation was made, end who made it?

According to our report by the Bay Area Subcommittee, Mr, Shrum said
that one of the three arrows he used that night woo taken bv the Air
Foroe personnel for analysis, since there appeared to have been bits
of metal fragments on th~ tip. Con you provide any information on the
subsequent analysis? Mr, Shrum also advised that the arrow had not
been returned to him. Can you verify this?

Finally, we would appreciate knowing what the final conclusion was
following the offiolal investigation. Thank you in advance for your
cooperation*

- c i

^9ty truly yours,

*•**

*• <••

Ted Bloeoher
NIOAP Staff
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

WASHINGTON 20330

SEP -9

Dear Mr. Bloecher:

This replies to your letter of August 28, 1968, in which you
requested information concerning a sighting by Donald Shrum on the
night of September ll/l2, 196k, in the vicinity of Cisco Grove,
California.

According to Air Force records, Mr. Shrum experienced his
sighting the night of September 5, 196k (not September ll/l2).
He reported his sighting to an astronomical observatory. The
observatory reported the incident to Mather Air Force Base in a
letter dated September 9, 196U. -.v.-

A formal investigation was conducted by McClelland Air Force
Base on September 25, I96U. Mr. Shrum provided the Air Force with
an arrow tip, but not .with a complete arrow. The tip was not
subjected to any laboratory analysis. It has been loaned to the
University of Colorado UFO Study Group, and, as yet, has not been
returned to Mr. Shrum.

The^Aix Force evaluation of Mr. Shrum's sighting is carried
in the OTHER category.

Sincerely,

''JAMES H. AIRMAN

Major, USAF
Chief, Civil Branch
Community Relations Division
Office of Information

Mr. Ted Bloecher

National Investigation Committee
on Aerial Phenomena

1536 Connecticut Avenue
Washington, D. C. 20036
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Peer ~*ul*

Then1?* for your l«stt*r of 3©?t*«W % plus ih« •rer batiat transcript of
th# origins! tupard iat*t»»i«r* That Is * most wluebl*? reference to hstr«*
1 ».<Mmt th* wa*k«ni nerVin-g- ut> a narratlv* of the isauortant se$»ia on the
tape* I*» metoglnjr 9 eooy for you to look or»Tt eofrvet if »«ce#aaryt
or «W anything I'w l*ft out. This ahouH prO¥id» the bot3*« of th*
r#:*oH« I already r»oi* that it i* incorreot in th* awtta* of «wows*
#nd rtc'c told w* that s s#eomi arrow bid b#«a e!»ckerf for &xeA?„ I
wmt through tha Bay *r#8 Vn eorraaponaane* fil*s »M p«ll*d out alt
the ussierial ?4?tainin£ to thi*t so ! oan sorraet tha 4>eft frocs this*

Atas got your note on th* 4®t* of ^rs* ?ihrutsr8 Iettar to -ayhoa* vour
first int#t,¥i*w ws* on ih* -July *th «••!••«»<}, I gathar fra» th* sorr«a*?ort«»
dence folder,

Alao *nolos«<? with th« KarratlY* draft ie a two~r»sg« introduction *rs4
fca^froune on th* c©**«—it*$ irary rough, *nd aotmoe too anotty with r*«*
garrt to *P£Of which t can ton* 4:*n i& a flnlahad oopy. I vovli stse
Hire to includa the r*f*y*3ie* froa .F31 Oecupantg in the finish*^ woori*
*van thottjrh thar* ara a faw #rror»—it will W hpn^y to r#f«r to,

Th* Karrntiv"* is th» bulk of th# r^ort* an** If you can loot: it ov*rj *?«<!
»*♦•» any nsc*ss*py eowwscUon* or addition* uni g#nd it beeV *o aoon e9
toasihl*, I can gat th* fin*I v*r*t6>*3 up in no tiaa* *The <fi*£?ats ©f the
#r«s should provid* smswar* to <ju**tiona of diraetiors, stc» I*« act •
certain of th* -* sorry, I got diatrtiotad at that j*oini an« esn*4 r*»
oonstFtsst «hst it w»» 1 wes tmeetrisla of,

#B0th*r <ja*»lion* een you g^i a eowjsrison 'or 4o yaw hsv#) of the
sngtila? sigiS of th* three zwrmla to th* Boon? I4'«e*? w«ns they lf»rfttr»
of «j&8tiej% I ?ot u^ * dreving of the#e» whieh V* anelosin^ foy your
^P?poy»2#

Wh«n you £*t # bill from th« g«"3 xho tyj>«^ up th« not*a, **nd it to vm
and let 33* pay itf NJOAr is not in • vei-v solvent position •+ this eesant,
C3o !#hftt «ia« is n«wt)

1 aur* dc *^sp«cl»t» vwr eoo*!»r»tion in the ens*, ?«ul. I thinTr the
Shruia rmort will nrov# to hm ftswnf th* twst iat*r»3tinf ftttbniHvd to
th« psnp»l* Oh, en# »or« ius#8tionj doas ."Jhrum objtet to th* u«# of his

.n*ss9 in the *»t«ri«i to go to th* •»sr»lt Tou'it not* I*re not a»»d it
in th© draft. I sssnH thin>- of *n??*.hir\<r further mv* thutfm <*5«ip»

B*»tf "" / ,,



n

U

P.3.

Paul, w* checked an old (I9f55) AF Manual wa hara hara In tha offic*

and find a Captain Carl P, Cloud Hated, aarial mrober 18780A, la

thare any way you Kkaax can cheek at KcClellan to saa if thia guy

was there in 1°6M If ?oaltiv*f that*a our Jalcer in th* pile*

Also, hare's a brief Table of Contacts draft for the reportI

CONTENTS

1. Introduction end Background p« i

2« Narrative of "Bow and Arrow Caa** p. 1

V»y % Account from Plying .Saucer Occupants p» x

ki General Mep of Area near Cisco Qrove p# x

% Diagram of Local Area of Sighting p. x

6, Diagram of Unidentified Flying Object p. x

7, Photographa of Tree and Local* p, x

8« drawing of Reported Occupsnts p# x
Cony of

9. Letter of 11/25/66 from witness to Mr. Cerny p. x

10» Copy of AF Letter of _______ fen to Mr. Bloecher p. x

Thrt*8 it for now.

tb



NATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS COMMITTEE

ON AERIAL PHENOMENA

MAJOR DONALD E KEYHOE WASHINGTON. D. C. 20036 ADMINISTRATIVE OrriCM.
USMC (RET ) DIRECTOR )B3« CONNECTICUT AVE . N W.

gordon i r lore, jr September 12, 1968 •
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR TtLtPMONli (202) 6«7-»434

Major James H. Aikman
Civil Branch, Community Relations Division
Office of Information (SAFOI)
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20JJ0

Dear Major Aikmani

Thank you for your letter of September 9, regarding the Cisco
Grove report of September, \o6k.

We are glad to have the question of the date straightened out.
Mr. Shrum told our invostigator, some months later, that he
thought it was the Friday afterLabor Day. This appeared to
correspond to his description of the moon being about half full.
(Full moon was about 9/20.) However, if it was reported to
Mather on 9/9, our date is obviously in error. (I note that
APRO gives the date of September 4-5 in their account of the
incident.)

'-i ,

Mr. Shrum said that his family had reported the incident to
a Professor of Astronomy, believed to be retired, at Sacramento
State, but could not recall his name. Is it possible for you
to identify this source?

Also, is it possible for you to be more specific about the
explanation of the case? "Other" doesn't tell us a thing.
If there is reason to suspect a hoax here, it would be good
to know this,

I might add that NICAP was able to examine one of the arrowheads,
with negative results. Mr. Shrum will probably be glad to know
what the disposition of his arrowhead is.

Thank you again for your help in providing additional data on
this particular report.

ccl Paul Cerny

Very; truly yourp^n

T

NICAP Staff



national investigations committee

on aerial phenomena

MAJOR DONALD E. KEYHOE WASHINGTON. D. C. 20036 ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE.,
USMC (RET.) DIRECTOR 1836 CONNECTICUT AVE.. N.W.

gordon i. r. lore. jr. September 12, I968
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR TELEPHONE! (202) 687-B434 '

Mr. Paul Cerny
P.O. Box 21J2
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94087

Dear Pault

I received an answer from the AF regarding SfflB this morning. I
was quite,surprised that they admitted investigating the case.
Their evaluation, "Other," doesn't tell very much. I've written
asking for a clarification of this"explanation.• (Copy enclosed.)

You'll note that the qfysation of the date is re-introduced in the
Air Force letter. If the observatory (which observatory?) reported
the incident, to Mather AFB on September 9, it couldn't have taken
place on.September 11-12. I hate to ask you to check on this
point any„further, but-^s it possible to inquire of SfflBfeabout
it? He specifically says Friday night in his account, but it
could have been the Friday before Labor Day, rather than after.

I am curious to know now, since, we know who has the arrowhead, if
Colorado made any attempt at all to" contact SfBBSk about the case.
Can you check on this? I rather think that he would have told
you if someone had inquired.

I've gone over my draft of the Narrative a little more carefully,
and note that I've left out his description of seeing the dome-
shaped dark object that descended from the second panel. In two
places in the transcript he specifically notes iifc had a blinking
light, and when you asked specifically if it could be seen on
the ground, he says he could see part of a dome-like affair, with
that blinking light. This corresponds with what Coral got. I
will add this to my draft. I made a revised drawing of the object,
which I'm enclosing. I've indicated a dark oval shape around the
panels, since I note in your sketch that you've indicated the same
with a dotted line. Is this going too far? Did he actually see
any kind of outline around the panels?

We've got more than a dozen people on the panel now. t was hoping
to get the material out by next weekend (9/21-22), but that probably
won t be possible. No sweat, however; it's better to have a few
of these points cleared up first.

Regards,

S^Ji^^clM^iaMor^ea'/aci^na'cna Scdu iewinaMe nationalAaMicin/e*eit
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Copy of letter from Vincent A- to Paul Cerny, dated 9/20/68.

Dear Mr. Cerny:

My name is Vincent A and I was with Don at the time he
said he had his experience with the outer space people.

I was the one that found Don as he was heading towards camp.
The night had been very cold, and all he had (on) at the time I found
him was a "thin cotton Tee-shirt and his pants. He was weak and ex
hausted and tired.

I- helped him to camp, fixed some soup for him and put him to
sleep, he kept on saying that he would have been all right if they had
left him alone. I didn't know what he meant,'so we let him sleep. He '
slept for about 6 hours. T/l/hen he (was) awake, we asked him how he felt,
he said fine. Then he said, turn on the radio (we had a small one),
there maybe something on the news about the space ship that I saw.
The news did say something about a light in the sky.

I also saw the light as I was working my way thru the canyon
to camp. (I got lost too that night.) We asked him what had happened
to his clothes and then he told us his experience. You know the rest.

Yours truly,

/s/ Vincent A —

P.S. I have worked with Don for 5 or six years, and knowing him for
that length of time I have no reason to doiibt or question his integrity.

/s/ Vince

COPY

33
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HOOD OR HELMET CAME STRAIGHT
DOWN TO SHOULDERS

LARGE DARK EYES, LIKE
WELDING GOGGLES

DARK AREA AROUND EYES

AND FACE

SUIT APPEARED

TO BE ONE PIECE

COLOR OF SUIT WAS SILVER WHITE

\
K '

BELLOWS AT ELBOWS AND KNEES

NO FEET DETAILS

COULD BE SEEN

HUMANOID

1

NO NOSE APPARENT

TIGHT FITTING SUIT

SHORT, STOCKY BUILD,
MUSCULAR

HANDS APPEARED TO

HAVE GLOVES ON

APPROX. 5'0" TALL



EYES REDDISH ORANGE IN COLOR
AND LIT UP THE FACE SOMEWHAT

EYES GLOWED IN THE DARK

DULL METALLIC SILVER OR

PLATINUM COLOR

FINGERS LIKE MEDIEVAL
ARMOR GLOVE

ROBOT

VAPOR CAME FROM OPEN MOUTH

SQUARE JAW

SQUARE SHOULDERS

HOOD OR HELMET

CAME STRAIGHT

DOWN TO SHOULDERS

APPROX. 5'0" TALL OR OVER



J. VALLEE

1502 W. Bryn Mavr
CHICAGO Illinois
60626 U. S. A. Chicago, november 13, 1964

Dear Mr Shrum,

I am a professional analyst, and I am in the process
of vriting a book on the probability of life in the universe.
Reports "of unidentified flying objects should be analyzed in
relation to this subject, and a fev of the most reliable reports
knovh to rae vill be quoted in this book. My publisher has called
to ray attention the observation you have made recently, and ve
have been impressed both by the events related in your story and
by the fact that you have not tried to gain publicity by telling
it to groups of "flying saucer Enthusiasts", vhich is certainly an
indication of reliability.

•

The information ve possess on the case, hovever ,& insuf
ficient to allov a definite conclusion to be reached, and ve
vould be most interested in a more detailed account of exactly
vhat you sav. If any conclusion is reached (and I suppose that
you are interested in determining vhether the events you relate
could receive some natural explanation) your name vould not be
connected in any vay vith the public disclosure of our findings
on the case.-

Do you think you could provide more information on
this matter ? Your interest in this analysis vould be most
appreciated.

Very sincerely yours



STATE OF CALIFORNIA - RESOURCES AGENCY RONALD REAGAN, Governor

DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
1416 NINTH STREET

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814 HOV 2 v Wb8
NOV 2 5 1968

November 21, 1968

Mr. Ted HLoecher

$ NICAP
1536 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Dear Mr. HLoecher:

lour recent letter to the Director, regarding the opening
date of our 1964 archery deer season, has been referred to
our Branch for reply.

The archery deer season in the Cisco Grove area opened on
August 29, 1964 (Saturday) preceding the Labor Day weekend
which was within the legal open season. The season closed
on September 13, 1964 (Friday).

If we can be of further assistance, please contact us again.

Sincerely,

tf.c.
E. C. Fullerton, Chief
Wildlife Protection Branch



West Lake Road
Canandaigua, New York

2k November 1?68 ftQ^ "

Mr. Ted Bloecher

NICAP
1536 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Mr. Bloecher:

Enclosed is a carbon of my letter to Dr. Brothers regarding
the Cisco Grove case. I hope this leads to something fruitful.

Thank you for the Malley letter; I "will try to get in touch
with her this week.

I am now digging into the occupant casesj I hope to have
sometiling written up before long.

I too enjoyed our meeting in Washington very much. Thank you
for making arrangements for my visit and for talcing your time.
I did get to the airport on time, but only after some very
apprehension-filled moments. The taxi you called did not appear
after several minutes, and I finally ran down to the circle and
hailed one there in desperation. Made it with about ten minutes
to spare - a bit too close for comfort. I'll be more careful
next time.

/->4&i***t<^_

,en S. Mariner, M.D.

tf»

/*- <£- ^*<^

&4~

"h^nrz. -/?lL^ *r£ jLcJ2 p^r^^A. '^^
F^E>t£l_



Dr. Anita U. Brothers
2628 Telegraph Avenue
Berkeley, California

Dear Anita1

94705

F/l£ : Cisco 6&rfe
West Lake Road

Canandaigua, New York
November 25» 1968

14424

HQM
•,6*»

This time I'm writing to you wearing a very different hat - that of a member of
SLrfSS °1 I""!fTiiaBl coa8Ultantf assembled by the National InvestigationsCommittee on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP) to evaluate reports of VFO sightings in
volving alleged "occupants". Ireceived copies of reports of agroup of such
sightings from NICAP several weeks ago and was surprised to find your name men-
tioned in the material on the Cisco Grove case. There waa no indication, however,
of the outcome of your contact with, the observer in that case, a Mr. Shrum. When
*« Washington at a meeting laet weekend, I epent some time at the NICAP
office and discussed this matter with Mr. Bloecher of the NICAP staff, telling him
££.llTi y°U* ""•»•* interested and suggested that we try to establish a
contact between you and the NICAP panel via another panel member, Roger N. Shepard,
Ph.D., of the Stanford Psychology Department; this seemed convenient because of
your connection with Stanford. Mr. Bloecher has written to Dr. Shepard and Mr.
Paul Cerny, Chairman of the NICAP Bay Area Subcommittee, letting them know that I
am writing to you. My understanding is that one or both of them will get in
touch with you. Mr. Bloecher also suggested that I send you the NICAP material
on this case so that you will know what material is already available to the
organization; you will find it enclosed. Please note especially the letter from
the witness to Paul Cerny, dated 11/23/66. *«*w 1*00

In case you don't already know, NICAP is a nation-wide private organization, with
headquarters in Washington, devoted to collecting and evaluating information con
cerning UFO sightings; it has been active for agood many years and is very cautious
and conservative in its approach. I have become interested and active in the
organization during the past year and have been consistently impressed with its
non-sensationaliotic approach to what is often inherently rather sensational
material.

NICAP would be most appreciative of any further light which you can shed on the
Cisco Grove case; I do hop* that something can be worked out through the NICAP
people out there* ^ ^^^

Sincerely,

Eno.
Allen S. Mariner, M.D.

CCi Mr. Ted Bloecher, NICAP staff
Mr. Paul Cerny, NICAP Bay Area Subcommittee
Dr. Roger Shepard, NICAP "Occupant" Panel
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December Sf 1968

Mr. Paul Cerny
P.O. Box 21?2
Sunnyvale, Calif* 9^087

Door Pouli

Thanks for vour letter of the 27th, In which you advise
that Don Shrum has been contacted regarding the proposed
hypno-rogresaion with Dr. Brothers.

You hove probably reoelved a copy of Dr. Mariner's letter
to Dr, Brothers by this time. I have not yet heard from
Dr. Shepard, but a letter from him crossed mine in the mail,
and he apologised for being tardy on the ocoupant material
commentary. I suspect that this will be the big drawback
in setting up a session with Don. The four of you will have
to work out four different and very busy schedules, which
will doubtless take some doing. Of course we don't even
know yet if three of the principals ere even willing (I'm
assuming that you ore).

Since I do not have Shepard's home phone and address, it
will probably sneed things up if he gets In touch with you.
He has the Information in the Shrum case material. If you
should want to reach him, you might try through the Psychology
Department of Stanford University. I think it would probably
be best if he contacted you—depending on his willingness to
participate.

Bocause of their busy schedules, I suspect that both Brothers
and Shepard might prefer it if Shrum could drive down to Stan
ford. Thia is s detail that will have to wait for the four
of you to work out. Since you ere situated in one direction,
and Shrum in anothor, it might be convenient if you all met
somewhere in between—although I'm not certain how "in betwoen*
Stanford is. If Shrum's expenses were no more then a tank of
gsa end perhaps o dinner, I don't see why this couldn't be
mot without too much difficulty. If it involved staying over
night, that's probably another question. At any rate, we still
must hear from Brothers end Shepard before any arrangements
can be made. I'll keep you posted on late developments. You
do likewise.

Regards,



DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

STANFORD UNIVERSITY
STANFORD. CALIFORNIA 94305

3 December 1968

Mr. Ted Bloecher

National Investigations Committee
On Aerial Phenomena

Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Mr. Bloecher:

I was delighted to learn, from your letter of November 18, that there
may still be the possibility of securing further information about the puz
zling Cisco Grove incident. Accordingly, after receiving a copy of Dr. Allen
Mariner's November 25th letter to Dr. Anita Brothers, I telephoned Dr. Brothers
in Berkeley to find out whether she would be agreeable to a meeting.

Unfortunately I shall be on the East Coast for ten days and, so, we won't
be able to get together right away. However, we have now agreed to meet brief
ly at the Stanford Medical School while she is there on Thursday afternoon, De
cember 19. I know she has a busy schedule, but at least we should have enough
time to exchange information and views on this case and to decide whether any
further investlgations--whether jointly or individually--seem worth while. I
understand, from the copy of Dr. Mariner's letter to Dr. Brothers, that he has
already sent her copies of the NICAP materials on this case.

I shall try to get in touch with Paul Cerny, too, to see whether he would
like to be in on this. Certainly it sounds as though he might be helpful if
further investigations were to be undertaken with the witness. (In my brief
telephone conversation with Dr. Brothers, I didn't think to raise the question
of whether she would be willing to make it a three-way meeting. Also, I didn't
know how to get in touch with Mr. Cerny at that time.)

i shall keep you informed of developments.

Incidentally, I am now uncertain as to whether you would prefer me to go
ahead with the preparations of my evaluations of.all six cases—without waiting
for further developments on the Cisco Grove case. I can see advantages to both
ways of proceeding. Please advise me. (Again, I'm sorry I've been so slow in
completing these evaluations.)

Sincerely,

RNS:rp

/^4^ 0^^v*w*C_'
' Roger N. Shepard

Professor of Psychology
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Decembor 69 1968

Pr. Anita U„ Brothers
2628 Tolograuh Avenue
Berkeley, Calif. 94705

Dear Dr. Brothers!

I am taking tho liberty of contacting you diroctiy. .
I hope you do not mind this. I believe Dr. Allen S.
Mariner Ima already filled in soma background on tho
reasons for my writing, concerning a proposed inter*
view tilth Donald Shrum regarding his UFO-occupant
slghtingof September, ,1964,,

1 merely wanted to advise you that Mr. Paul Corny,
of our NICAP Bay Area Subccrreidtteo, who originally
investigated tho Shrum report, has boon in touch with
the witness and learned that ho was still willing to
participate, in the proposed session,

1 also received a lottor today from your colleague,
Dr. Shepard, who has expressed interest in such a
seating. Sinco he is on© of RICAP's "Occupant Panel"
members, it would bo extremely valuable if ho were
ablo to participate In this project. He told in© that
he had arranged a mooting with you later this month,

I would also suggest that it might bo holpful if Kr«
Corny could bo included in the plan, sinco tho witness
hag worked closely with him and an excellent relation-
ship has boon established* I hopo this would bo ecccp-
tabic with you. For your records, Mr, Corny*e address
is: PO Box 2132, Sunnyvale, 94087. Home phonej 415-
967-5833. Ho said that he can usually be found homo
between 5:30 and 6i30 p»m»

X am pleased that you and Dr. Shepard havo arranged to
moot, I hope that something definite can be arranged.
Thank you for your interest and cooperation.

Sincerely,

ccj Dr* Shepard
Dr„ Mariner
Kr» Cerny

Ted Bloecher
NICAP Staff



December 6, 1963

Mr, Paul Cerny '
PO Box 2132
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94087

Pear Pauli

I received your note in which you say Don Shrum is
agreeable to a proposed meeting with Dr, Brothers and
Dr, Shepard. I'm delighted at this news. Today I got
a letter front Dr. Shepard, and he has already spoken
with Dr, Brothers, They have arranged to moot on the
19th to discuss possible arrangements. I doubt seriously
that anything can be done until after tho holidays, I've
written to both of them today, telling them that I hoard
positively from you about Shrum's being willing to go
ahead, I also gave them both your address and phone num
ber, so you might expectto hear from them eventually.

It should be left up to Dr. Brothers, Dr* Shepard and
Don as to when and where such a meeting should be held.
If it turns out that Don must go to Berkeley, you know
that filCAP is not set up to pay any expenses, so whatever
expense there will be will como out of my pocket. If it
is no more than the figure you quoted, it is no great
expense to mo. If any more is involved, something else
will have to bo arranged,

I think that we ought to havo Don Shrum*a address on
record hero. If it is going to involve any expense, I
will want to contact hira directly. Also, if something
is worked out, the final go-ahead should coae from head
quarters, although you are in a much better situation to
help take care of the details.

This proposed project could be very important. It also
could turn out a dud, so I expect we shouldn't anticipate
any great results. If we turn up another Betty and Barney
Hill thing, I'm taking the first train to New Zealand.

Keep us posted. Wo shall dp likoways. Best regards,

Sincerely,
s

. . / . f.: •.. ~
-/- ' •L_—-''

cc: Dr, Brothers Ted Bloecher
Dr. ShoDard NICAP Staff



December 6, 1963-

Dr. Roger M. Shepard '
Department of Psychology
Stanford University
Stanford, Calif, 94305

Dear Dr. Shepard:

Your letter regarding the proposed interviewing of Don
Shrum, with Dr. Brothers, was received today, I'm very
happy to learn of your interest in this plan and that
you have already talked to Dr. Brothers and will meet
with her lator this month. I have written to her today
myself to advise her that tho witness has told Paul
Cerny he would be willing to participate.

I am also writing to Mr. Cerny today to let him know I
have heard positively from you. He will be glad to
know of your response. For your records, his address
is: PO Box 2132, Sunnyvale, 940S7. Home phone, 415-
967-5833, He can usually be reached between 5:30 and
6:30 p.m. Since we do not have Donald Shrum's address
or phono number here at headquarters, these will have to
be provided by Mr, Cerny,

1 thir.k it should be left up to you, Dr. Brothers, and
Mr. Shrum, to arrange a mutually convenient time and
place, Tnat probably can't be done until after the holi
days, but I" confess that I am delighted it can be con
sidered at all, tta still don't know if Dr. Brothers
will be able to find tho time, but this is something you
and she will probably discuss when you meet,

I don't think you should wait on the case material commen
tary for this development. If you have timo now to go
ahead with that, wo can get that out of the way and treat
the Shrum interview as something for the future. There's
no tolling at this time how soon that can bo arranged,

I am really most enthusiastic about this new turn of events
With Dr. Brothers'consent, th© only problem will be setting*
up a mutually convenient time and place. I'll look for
ward to any new developments. Best regards.

Sincerely,

cc; Dr. Brothers • Ted Bloecher
Mr. Cerny NICAP Staff
Dr. Mariner
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WASHINGTON. D. C. 20036

September 12, 1968

Mr. Paul Cerny
P.O. Box 2152"
Sunnyvale, Calif. 9^087

Dear Paul:

I received an answer from the AF regarding Shr/um this morning,
was quite surprised that they admixted investigating the case.
Their evaluation, "Other," doesn't tell very/much. I've written
asking for a clarification of this"explanation." (Copy enclosed.)

You'll note that the questipja-re£-^he date/'ia re-illUiHUuied in the
Air Force letter. If the <qbservatory (which observatoryT)Nreported

^JKhg_jrgi-^riftw+ to Mut.hflr AFR nw S^tflrnhPi-'U, it jmnlilu'l. V?TZZ taken
^-?As&r Cjlace on September ll-ll^) I hate to ask you to check on this

/ .--^ point any rurtner, but is it possible to inquire of Shrum about
C^^ it? He specifically says Fricj&g^ight in his account, but it

.could have been the Friday/ffefore)Labor Day, rather

I am curious to know now, sinceTl/e know who has the^wrowhead
Colorado made anv attempt at all to contact Shrum about the case.,
Can you check on this?
you if someone had inqui

SEP Z 0 1968

Administrative Offices:

1S36 CONNECTICUT AVE.. N.W.

TELEPHONE: (202) 667-9434

I rather think that he would have told «^3^ y *n >£- £ired. <f^0» i^/ — ZPer^^r^^^j'
'I've gone over my draft of the Narrative a little more carefully,
and note that I've left out his description of seeing the^dome-,
shaped dark object that descended from the second panel

'places in the transcript he specifically notes i* had
light^and when you asked specifically if it could be
the ground, he says he could see part of a dome-like affair, with
that blinking light. This corresponds with what Coral
will add this to my draft. I made a revised drawir>cr_of the "ob~T
which I'm enclosing. I've indicated qf dark oval .shaJisZaround the-

els, since I note jg^eui- akot.rh thnt yni '̂v-i indicated the same
with^s^3otted line^CXsthia going too far?
any kind of _outlineT around tKe~~TTaaj>l s? ~*$^~

We've got more than a d'oTSnpeople on the panelfnow. ~ I v/as hoping
to get the material out by next weekend (9/21-22), but that probably
won't be possible. No sweat, however; it's better to have a few
of these points cleared up first. » /^-//

he actually see



In addition to these publications, the "Bow and Arrow Case"
v/as included in an articlo by John Keel in the February, 1967, issue
of SAGA Magazine. Keel used the APRO Bulletin account as his source
and, besides the several errors contained in that account, further
distorted the facts in his ov/n version of the incident (see page 11).

This report attempts to set forth the most thoroughly checked
and factual account of the "Bow and Arrow Case." NICAP is indebted
to ltr. Cerny for having not only obtained the initial information on
this strange event, but also for his subsequent investigations which
provided additional information as well as clarification of earlier
material. NICAP is equally indebted to the -»a.T,ness and his family,
whose cooperation v/ith Mr. Cerny in providing information on the
'event has been greatly appreciated.

i

1

Ted Bloecher
NICAP Staff

September 20, 1968



DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

WASHINGTON 20330

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

SEP -9

&•

Dear Mr. Bloecher:

This replies to
requested information
night of September)
California.

SEP 2 0 1866

letter of August 28, 1968, in which you
rning a sighting by Donald Shrum on the
96k, in the vicinity of Cisco Grove,

ecpftra^ Mr. Shrum expeAccording to Air Force recoft»y Mr. Snrum experienced nis f s
sighting the night of"September 5^/196^ (not September ll/l2)ry**^'*?
He reported his sighting to aiLa-s'tronomical observatory. The "
observatory reported the incident to Mather Air Force Base in a

letter dated September 9> 196^• iT'>'

A formal investigation was conducted by McClelland Air Force
Base on September 25, 196^. Mr. Shrum provided the Air Force with
an arrow tip, but not with a complete arrow. The tip was not
subjected to any laboratory analysis. It has been loaned to the
University of Colorado UFO Study Group, and, as yet, has not been
returned to Mr. Shrum.

••- * *•* -.
1 • *

The"'Air Force evaluation of Mr. Shrum1 s sighting is carried
in the OTHER category.

Sincerely,

/

''JAMES H. AIRMAN

Major, USAF
Chief, Civil Branch
Community Relations Division
Office of Information

Mr. Ted Bloecher

National Investigation Committee
on Aerial Phenomena

1536 Connecticut Avenue
Washington, D. C. 20036



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

WASHINGTON 20330

GGT 1 196&

Dear Mr. Bloecher:

This replies to your letter of September 12, 1968, in
which you requested further information on the 3mmg report
from Cisco Grove, California, in September 1964.

In reply to your first question concerning identification
of the Professor of Astronomy concerned, the Air Force does not
release the names or addresses of individuals involved in UFO
sightings without their permission. This policy must be enforced
to protect the individuals concerned from possible embarrassment
and undue or unwanted publicity.

In reply to your second question as to the specifics of the
"Other" evaluation for this case, it was evaluated as "Other
.(Psychological).

We hope this information will be of value to you in your
search for information concerning this sighting.

Sincerely,

X/JlMES H. AIRMAN
Cr Major, USAF

Chief, Civil Branch
Community Relations Division
Office of Information

Mr. Ted Bloecher
NICAP Staff

National Investigations Committee
on Aerial Phenomena

1536 Connecticut Avenue
Washington, D. C. 20036



Director

Department of Fish & Game
1*16 "th Street
Sacramento, Calif. 95814

Dear Sir,

NIOAP

155^ Conn. Av. Ntf
Washington, D.C. 2W}6

Can you please tell me what day the hunting season
for bow and arrow opened in the Cisco Drove area
of California in 1964?

I was under the iimresslon it began on Labor Day
Weekend, but I 'now of an occasion in which bow-
and-arrow hunting was done—nresuraably legally—
on the Friday prior to that weekend. Your
clarification of this would be amreciated.

Very truly youra,

•7 . j.
Ik A l<**cU

1- -
\i

Ted Bloecher
c/o NICAP



November 18, 1963

Dr. Roger N. Shepard
Department of Psychology
Stanford University
Stanford, Oallf, 9*J05

Dear Dr, Shepardi

Last week one of our occupant panelIsts, Dr. Allen S. Mariner,
came to town and I had a chance to discuss some espeots of the
occupant case material with him. It happens that he knows Dr.
Anita Brothers, the psychiatrist who was originally scheduled
(through Dr. Harder) to interview Donald Shrum, the Cisco Grove
witness, with the possibility of attempting a hypnotic regression
with the witnesskn an attempt to learn more about the case. This
never materialized, for reasons I can't go into now.

However, Dr. Mariner suggested that he might get in touoh with
Dr. Brothers to find out if she would still be willing -to parti
cipate In such a session With Shrum. I not only thought it was
a good Idea, but suggested that I get in touch with you to find
out if you might bo interested and willing to assist In such an
interview. Since both you and Dr. Brothera ere associated with
Stanford University, it would bo convenient for you both to get
together and work something concrete out—providing you ere both
willing. It would bo espeoially valuable to have your assistance,
since you are a member of the occupant panel. And it would be
most helpful to find out if such a session might throw more light
on the case.

If something of this kind can be arranged, I would suggest that
it be set up through our Bay Area Subcommittee Ohairman, Paul
Cerny, particularly because Paul has established an excellent
rapport with Shrum, and the wltness^would trust him In such
matters, whereas ho might shy away^contacted directly. As far
as I know, he is still willing to participatej however, I have
written Mr, Oerny to ask him to sound Shrum out on this prospeot.

Do let us know of your interest and availability in thia matter.
I realize that you may find tho Cisco Grove oase of so little
value that such an effort would be a waste of time) however, I
would be surprised If thia wore actually the oase.

Sincerely,

/y^ C'.iu
Pod Bloe'oher
NICAP Staff



November 18, I968

Mr. Paul Cerny
Box 21J2
Sunnyvale, Calif. 9*087

Dear PaulI

In a reoont note to Gordon, you aaked about the progress of the
occupant panel. So far, only one panelist has sent in his
written commentary, but we had not required any deadline, and
since there was an enormous amount of material submitted, I
expect it is taking longer to g digest, and comment on, than
we had expected. Wo have had several interesting developments,
however, y *

One of our psnelists, Dr, Allen S. Mariner, a psychiatrist in
Canandaigua, New York, was in town last week and I had a ohance
to talk with him at length. It turns out that he is a personal
friend of Dr, Anita Brothers, tho psychiatrist that Dr. Harder
had originally hoped to have set up a fcypnotio regression with
Shrum. I'm not sure what sabotaged the planned meeting, but
Dr. Mariner had assumed it had taken place and was curious why
the results had not been included in tho oase material.

At any rate, he auggested that ho might get in touoh with Dr.
Brothers to see if she might atill bo willing to pursue this
matter, this time, of course, undor NICAP's aegis. Ithought it
was a good idea and, further, suggested that if any such nlons
be set up, it would bo helpful to inolude Dr. Roger Shepard in
thea, since Shepard is also smong the panelists. Also, both
Shepard and Brothers are associated with Stanford University,
11 :J WilX J° eMy for th6B t0 Sftt ln *°«oh with each other—
If they don't know eeoh other already.

However, if any auch plans are set up, they ought to bo arranged
through you, since you have established a good relationship with
Shrum, and he would trust you in such matters. Can you sound
him out to learn if he is still willing to participate? In the
meantime, I will write to Dr, Shepard end advise him of the situa*
tion, and as!' him if he would be willing to cooperate with Dr.
Brothera in suoh a session. Iwill refer him to you end suggest
that any proposed meeting be set up through you—since you're the
only ono who knows how to oontaot tho witness, end his report
was originally investigated by you.

Let me know if Shrum is still willing to do it, and I'll advise
you of what Dr. Mariner finds out from Dr. Brothera, as well as
the response I get—if any—from Dr* Shepard*

Best regards.



'1. DATE -TIME GROUP

k S^p 6k at night

3. SOURCE

civilian

4. NUMBER OF OBJECTS

multiple

5. LENGTH OF OBSERVATION

all night

6. TYPE OF OBSERVATION

ground visual

7. COURSE

varied

8. PHOTOS

a Yes

XkNo

9. Physical evidence

• Yes

baofe no

PROJECT 10073 RECORD

2. LOCATION

Sacto Area, California «//>»>/«V ^
10. CONCLUSION OTHER: OWL & IMAGINATION OR OTHER PSYCHOLOGICAL

CAUSfS 7
v

Comments: Encounter with "beings" attributed to owls and/or
other mundane creatures of the woods coupled with the witness
interpretation being due to his imagination and/or psychologlca: .

11. BRIEF SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS

See Case File. All-night encounter with strange beings.

Note: Arrov He"ad and Taped Interview in Specimen File.

£x 0.

FORM

FTD SEP 63 0-329 (TDE) Previous editions of this form may be used.



( VICTOR W. KILLICK
1837 • 4th AVENUE

SACRAMENTO, CALIF 9561*

Fnone 4-32-^227.

U tod 'u ' • "
0i*Jwfldlag Officer. '
•iatnar Air force *aaa,
.-latne r *ield, Sacramento, Call.

Dear Sir:

Sept. 9, 19o4.

\'

"uriag tne last 12 jears tne writer nas nad'cnarge of tne Astronoaical
Observatory of Sacrajiecto City Joile^e. In tne course of our operations I re:ei;s
tjJepnoM calis arid letters frotf civilians, go/ernaant officials and tne nilita-y
aaeci'ng identification of sicy objects tney resort n>»/ing seen.

'iost Ok the reported sightings concern astronC-nical objects, nignt
flying'planes, search lights etc. As yet, I nave "ever nad a hoax renort^d.

"~ *'t ~' ". Last. Saturday afternoon a woman, unknown to ne, Dhoned aiy residence
iaylflg'shS had b*an referred to .ne by tne Sacrane-.to 'Jnion. Sne stated tiat ner

- ?oniin-law had seen soae strange lights in tne sicy tne previous nignt -while on a
hunting trip in tne mountains and wanted to icnow if any one else nad nad;» a report
oa it.

& ' I replied tnat va nad a report o"" a brilliant -iet<*or having risied orer
Los Angeles and whicn hjfcexoloded in the Sierra east of Vis lie, but tiit e/pnt
had occurred on Thursday nignt.

f

I questioned ne for details on wnat ner son-in-law nad seen and sie
called hin to tne phone.

Be told me tnat on Friday nignt Sept otn., he and two cosninions went
out for a deer nunt witn bows and arrows into tne region of the Loclt Leven laice^,
(.Tp. 16 §.- &. 13 E.) in the vicinity south of Cisco, off Hiway 40. ^uricg tne
lata afternoon they separated to nunt. A3 darness ap->roacned ne realized he -as
loot end rather tnen nsx trying to find nis way bac* to tneir ca.np in tne dar<c
or«r rougn tarrame ne decided it would be sjfer to stay sners ne >ag until ca--n.
(Tnis part of tne story cnecics, as tne fa as no Boon t-iat m6nt^.

Ha says ne found a tree in a proteoted location, climbed into it and
fastened bias*If to one of its branches with nis belt. Soon he noticed a globing

, light soring and hodrarlng along a nearby ridge. He describes it as noting later
ally and vertically, over and beyond the ridge. It made-no Round. It cane closer
antt at art estinated distance of g-alle some sort of /ehicls aooeered to land on
the ridge. /

Snortly thereafter ha heard a oracKling of so-ne one annroachmg through
the nearby anubbery. Two nunan beingf, a*out 5-feet tall, aressed in iiitn anp ind
stood u"d*r nis tree and looted jp at niu. ' my ^id not 3~9tic bjt utt»r?r a . t-^-.j
sound reseabling tne sound of a do/e. mtsr, two otner .o'lig losot-lnce ihoji ..1
objects appeared. Tnese eunitted a noxious g93 mien tended to gag 9nd cnoke hin
Ha snot tnree arrows at tne.n , one of wnich rut a robot nitn a nptalic s^jnd .>"d rq-
recovPred later, ne finally tore of' p*rts of nis caiio'larvp 3uit, -,pt rMre to ripe-
wltnuatehes ha carried and dro^oed tne^n to tne grojnd m on e."*ort to >:t"rt •• , rqli
grass fira which ne noped would attract trio forest service. Trus caii»H «'i» v-1.1t> r-
to 1-ira hla unnamed •

I ascertained ha Is a married Jian, 2o y»ir3 oil ,-eiplo^ad at vero-'et
plant nera. Has a brother also enployed at tne sane slant. IU3 na ting o-irty-tonlied
for a fira per ait at the nearby ranger station. <-e stated ne *n-iw tne storj <»s ia r4
to hellera aid fiat ne did now /rant to let it get out in tne m^spinori, "-i c*ij not



( ( (2)

pia^. to ravaalfHia naae, wnica I did not oress nia to do, but I did get nin to gi e
V ^js^hlss«oiDar^|flfl9-s' telephone Bomber He said he thought it was hi3 duty to noti'y
r~*soaawae in autnority to have the aatter investigated, ( as a DUblie seci-ity natter)

,3*r , ^Ca Sept. 6th. I received anotoer telephone call 3roa the wife o1* tne mi
-Z'ntejy a^ade aw eppointaent to aeet me at my noma and aopeared snortly after 1 ? ^ ,

i together witiyhie brother. They brojght along a foest service sap, pin-pointed tnej ^ (gnuwr wiu^ioig itowrar. nwy irgj^ni aiong a ;oe3i service amp, pin-'

r-1 ^£<>cjit»oo tajSKipisode and also tne arrow in question witn a dented point

ant to inxestigate the incident, f-a*
n helping tnea get to the -.otto-n

tance to 9uch an investigation, covi;
noifWbiiciitiL,wa3 attached to it.

with tnea goes, these people all epoear in good he ait"
$,Tha._,fajaiiy^Relieves tne asa's atory They told nte trat when he got home
lale^aj* a'sheei", and badly shaken up I did

vftrealty, ancTaincer^ty

»*.< , * s If yott desire to have the natter i-^vestipated I think I can ar^argo
' , »a torivete seating Jfith tne orinclpal and his 'asiily and your i-w=-3tigg«-or^

Tours very truly,k -}* #
t *

1
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?? RUEAGL
DE RUWHSBA 2 25/0005Z
ZNR

P 242330Z

FM 552AEWC0NWG MCCLELLAN AFB CALIF
TO RUWGALE/ADC
RUUHSB/28AIRDIV HAMILTON AFB CALIF
RUEAGL/AFSC —
RUEAHQ/CSAF
RUEAHQ/OSAF WASH DC
BT
UNCLAS 52 OOP-1 9-271.

UFO REPORT. FOR ADOIN, 280DC, AFNIN, AND SAFOI. THE FOLL REPORT
OF UFO SIGHTING SUBMITTED IAW AFR 200-2: A. (1) ROUND, FLAT. WITH
EXTF-WnRn fiT.najTfJfi i tkht. (2) UNKNOWN DUE TO DARKNESS. (3) SILVER
WITH GLOWING LIGHT. C4) THREE IN FORM ATT nn. (5) JHREE. C6) PROJECTED
LIGHT. (7) NONE. (8) WHIRRING SOUND. (9) NONE. 8*. CI) LIGHT APPEARED
ABOVE RIDGE LINE. C2> HORIZONTAL TO RIDGE. C3) UNKNOWN. C4> CIRCLED
INDTVTPffA, TN FflRFST AREA, AT APPROX 50 - 100 FEET. C5) NOT OBSERVED
(6> THREE TO SIX HOURS. C. CI) GROUND VISUAL. C2) NONE. C3) N/A.
D. CD SEPT 5, 1964. C2) DUSK - DAWN. E. EIGHT MILEU FROM CISCO

G)

fiFsc~V&
r r>.

PAGE 2 RUWHSBA 2 UNCLAS
GROVE, OFF HIGHWAY 40 - NORTHERN CALIFORNIA. F. MR. DONALD R. SHRUM,
6849 SANTA JUANITA AVE, ORANGEVALE, CALIF. PAINTFR - STABLE MATURE
NOT INCLINED TO SPECULATE. C2) N/A. G. C1) MAJOR SIGHTING TOOK
PLACE AT DUSK TO DARK. C2) N/A. C3) N/A. (4) N/A. C5) N/A. C6) N/A.
C7) 64,- 75 DEGREES. H. UNKNOWN. I. NONE. J. UNKNOWN. K. INTEL
OFFICER - SOURCE IS CIVILIAN - APPROX AGE 27 AND CONVINCED OF
ENCOUNTER DESCRIBED IN FOLLOWING SUMMARY. 1. SUMMARY OF TAPE
INTERVIEW FOLLOWING. CY OF RECORDED INTERVIEW CONDUCTED BY CAPT
MC CLOUD, WITH SMSGT R. BARNES OF 5200P-I ON 21 SEP 64, PRESENTLY
HELD IN OUR FILES PENDING INSTRUCTIONS. SUMMARY - ON FRI 4 SEPT
1 964, THREE INDIVS FROM THE SACTO AREA WERE ON A BOW AND ARROW

HUNTING TRIP BETWEEN AUBURN AND TRUCKEE ON US HIGHWAY 40. IN THE

VICINITY OF CISCO GROVE, APPROX 8 MILES NORTH OF EMIGRANT GAP,
THE PARTY OF THREE BECAME SEPARATED. THE FOLL UFOB CGROUND VISUAL)
SIGHTING IS A VOLNTAR KTATEMENT TAKEN FROM XR DONALD R SHRUM OF
ORANGEVALE, CALIF, REGARDING HIS PERSONAL EXPERIENCE DURING THE
NIGHT OF 5 SEPT 1964: MR SHRUM WITNESSED THREE UNIDENTIFIED FLYING
OBJECTS, EACH EOLLLEED WITH A PROTRUDING AMn PnTfTTrTq 1TIHT THAT
EJMITJFD.rnaiBGlNOISL> IN THE LOCH LEVEN LAKE AREA FROM EARLY niTS*
QLATE IN THE EVENING. UPON FIRST NOTICING THE LIGHTS ANF



•PAGE 3 RUWHSBA 2 UNCLAS

' SSJS-Ir6 THEM T0 BE A Hi C0PTE« LOCKING FOR HIM, M,. JHRUM LIGHTED
££E.Et5I.SNAL FIRES 0N THE RIDGE OVERLOOKING GRANITE CREEK VALLEY.
th ™JGTHr^P?!pSRED T0 BE THREE SILVEEJLQBJ£CTS THAT WERE ATTRACTED
TO THE LOCALITY OF MR SHRUM. TTOTOjRTwn UNKNOWN nR.irnrg in THEIR
DE[SCENT„A.ND CIRCLING HIS POSTTTflN. WTTHTM A EU,I MIKlllH-L-U Up UfW
Li'uu ukashinq TN THF iinmrpRPiKSH p.ttt nu HIS POSITION AND SINCE IT
WAS TRAVELING IN HIS DIRECTION, HE TOOK SANCTUARY IN THE LOWER
BRANCHES OF A TALL PINE TREE. HE THEREUPON WITNESSED TWO HUMAN-LIKE
INDIVIDUALS APPROACHING HIS POSITION AND THAT OF THE S'lGNAL FIRES.
THEY WERE GARBED IN A SILVER-LIKE SUIT BUT VIFUALLY HAD THE COMPLETE
ABSENCE OF A NECK. THESE STRANGE INDIVS HAD UNUSUAL FACIAL FEATURES
ESPECIALLY IN THE REGION OF THE EYES THAT PROTRUDED EXTENSIVELY.
MR SHRUM BELIEVES THAT HE WAS NOTICED BY THESE INDIVS" AND THAT
JH£Y TRIED TO DISLODGE HTM FROM HISTREE POSITION, AND THAT A THIRD

ALIEN" INOLV DIFFERING FRCM THlTTtTTT-pBFVTQU3 TYPES APPEARED ON~^
TH" c^FNtp, THIS INDIV IS REFERRED TO BY MR SHRUM AS A "ROBOT"
(FOR LACK OF A BETTER DESCRIPTION) AND THAT HE FIRED snMF APPnws
AT THE ROBOT BUT FAILED TO DISTRACT OR DIVERT ANY OF THE UNIDENT
IFIED INDIVS. HE TRIED FIRE BY LIGHTING PARTS OF HIS CLOTHING AND

THROWTCG IT flT THE JM"™?, Tn »urH THFY HAD VIOLENT REACTIONS.

PAGE 4 RUWHSBA 2 UNCLAS
IT WAS AT THIS TIME THAT THE ALIEN UFOBS REACTED ALSO TO THE ETRE
BY ASCENDICG JIPjilABDS. MR SHRUM EXPEPTEMnEn phystqai, REACTION Tn
A VUr-UK SHITTED FROM THE RORATS AND BLACKED HUT. HIS BOW WEDGED
INTO A CROCK OF THE LIMB OF THE TREE WHICH PREVENTED HIS FALLING
AND LATER THE CONTTNIIAL HaffASgMFpiT reitgfn HTM TO H TMH HIGHER INTO
THE TREE AND USING HIS BELT HE STRAPPED HIMSELF TO^THE THELT~THE
ALIEN IMDIVS COMMUNICATED TOGETHER VIA AN UNINTELLIGIBLE "COOING
NOISE" ASIWELL AS THAT COMMUNICATION VECTORED F'kOM THk MUVABLE
LTGHT ON THE UFOB VEHICLE. REGAINING CONSCIOUSNESS AT THE EARLY
DAWN. MR SHRUM nTSCnUEREn THE iifhr fiNPT^CUPANTS HAD DISAPPEARED.
HE REJOINED HIS HUNTING COMPANIONS AND TELLING THEMTUS b'TOHY
RECEIVED REMARKS THAT IT PROBUBLY HAD SOMETHING TO DO WITH THE
METEORITE THAT THE GOVERNMENT WAS LOOKING FOR. HE TOLD HIS STORY
TO HIS FATHER-IN-LAW WHO PROMPTED HIM TO GET IN TOUCH WITH THE
AUTHORITIES. MR SHRUM CONTACTED A LOCAL USTROMETER-INSTRUCTOR
WHO SUBSEQUENTLY NOTIFIED MATHER AFB OFFICIALS. INTELLIGENCE
OFFICERS AT MATHER AFB NOTIFIED MCCLELLAN AFB AND THE INTELLIGENCE
MEMBERS OF THE 552AEW&C WG ACCOMPLISHED THE INTERVIEW ABOVE.
REMARKS OF THE INTERVIEWER: MR SHRUM IS A LOCAL RESIDENT AND IS
APPROX 27 YRS OF AGE, MARRIED, AND PRESENTLY EMPLOYED AT A LOCAL

PAGE 5 RUWHSBA 2 UNCLAS
MISSILE PRODUCTION PLANT. HE APPEARS STABLE AND CONSISTENT IN
1ELLING HIS STORY AND BELIEVES THAT THE ABOVE OCCURRED AS
DESCRIBED. AS ACTUAL TAPE RECORDING NARRATION OF HIS ENCOUNTER
IS HELD IN THIS OFFICE AS WELL AS THE ONLY ARROW FIRED DURING

. iHIS ENCOUNTER AND A CY OF A LETTER OF THIS UFOB NARRATED TO A
LOCAL CIVILIAN EDUCATOR AND PASSED ON TO MATHER AFB OFFICIALS IS
ALSO ON FILE IN THIS OFFICE.
BT
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

In May, 1965, after having read an article on UFOs by Major
Donald E. Keyhoe in TRUE Magazine, Mrs. Donald S wrote a letter
to NICAP describing an extraordinary experience her husband had while
bow and arrow hunting the previous September in the Cisco Grove area
of Northern California. The letter was sent to Paul Cerny, Chairman
of the NICAP Bay Area Subcommittee for followup. On the weekend fol
lowing July U, 1965,Mr. Cerny, with Subcommittee member David Slette,
conducted an interview with the witness at his home in the Sacramento
area. The meeting was taped and a detailed, first-hand account of
one of the most bizarre encounters with a UFO and its presumed occu
pants on record was obtained for NTCAP. Since this first meeting,
Mr. Cerny has had three subsequent interviews with the witness, as
well as numerous communications in an effort to obtain additional
details. The events described in the narrative of this report are a
compilation of Mr. Cerny's first taped interview and material he has
obtained since then.

The NICAP investigator has described the witness, who was 28
years old at the time the incident occurred, as a quiet, somewhat shy
young man who is interested in hunting, sports, and racing cars. He
is a factory worker, has a wife and child, and has impressed Mr. Cerny
with his honesty and sincerity. Mr. S did not complete his high-
school education, having dropped out in his senior year. Since then,
however, he has taken special training courses, particularly in arc-
welding. Mr. Cerny describes the witness as a hard-working family
man with a good job who is steady, reliable and calm, with a nice
home and car. Mr. S has at no time sought, or desired, any news
paper publicity about his experience, although he has been'approached
on at least one occasion by reporters for a story. He has, in fact,
repeatedly requested that his name be kept confidential, out of fear
of ensuing ridicule and possible complications with regard to his work.
For this reason, an account of his experience has not, to NTCAP's
knowledge, appeared in any newspaper. It has, however, appeared else
where in print.

The Aerial Phenomena Research Organization (AFRO), in Tucson,
Arizona, under the direction of L. J. Lorenzen, heard of the Cisco
Grove "Bow and Arrow Case" from friends in Sacramento. APRO arranged
to have Dr. James A. Harder, of the University of California, inter
view the witness. An account of this interview, which contained a
number of inaccuracies, appeared in the July-August, 1966 issue of
the AHIO Bulletin (see page 10 ). Mr. S examined a copy of this
account and underlined the errors. A more accurate version of the
"Bow and Arrow Case" was printed in Flying Saucer Occupants, by Coral
and Jim Lorenzen (Signet paperback, 1967). Their account is included
in this report (see pages 12-10. Substantially the same account,
by Mrs. Lorenzen, appeared in The Humanoids, a publication of the
British Flying Saucer Review (special issue, October-November, 1966,
pages 6I-63).
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In addition to these publications, the "Bow and Arrow Case"
was included in an article by John Keel in the February, 1967, issue
of SAGA Magazine. Keel used the AffiO Bulletin account as his source
and, besides the several errors contained in that account, further
distorted the facts in his own version of the incident (see page 11).

This report attempts to set forth the most thoroughly checked
and factual account of the "Bow and Arrow Case." NTCAP is indebted
to Mr. Cerny for having not only obtained the initial information on
this strange event, but also for his subsequent investigations which
provided additional information as well as clarification of earlier
material. NICAP is equally indebted to the witness and his family,
whose cooperation with Mr. Cerny in providing information on the
event has been greatly appreciated.

Ted Bloecher

NICAP Staff '

September 20, 1968



THE BOW AND ARROW CASE

Narrative

On Friday, September k3 196U, Donald S , a 28-year-old
factory worker who lived in the Sacramento, California, area, made
arrangments to go bow and arrow hunting with two companions—Tim
R. T , of Loomis and Vincent A , of Citrus Heights.
On that day, the three men set up their camp in the Cisco Grove
area of Placer County, about three miles south of Route UO, near
the Loch Laven lakes. They spent the remainder of the day hunting
and, by evening, had become separated. Mr. S found himself
at the top of a ridge that ended in a steep drop and found he had
to retrace his path and go around it in order to meet the others.
Their camp v/as about three mountain ridges away. However, this
ridge was longer than Mr. S had realized, and he missed his
companions and lost his way. By this time the sun had gone down
and, as it was getting dark, he decided he would climb the ridge
and spend the night in a tree, for protection.

About two hours passed when Mr. S noticed a light below
the top of the mountains of the ridge to the north. The moon was
just rising, according to the witness. (The moon, just two days
prior to a new moon, actually rose on September k at 3s30 a.m.)
The light, which was moving in a westerly direction in a somewhat
zig-zag path, "looked just like a flashlight, or a lantern at first,
bobbing up and down," according to the witness, "but it was below
the horizon. ... I saw it go up over a tree and then down and I
thought maybe it's a helicopter from the ranger station." The
light was all that the hunter could see; it was white and did not
flash or radiate beams as it moved along below the northern ridge.

Mr. S climbed out of the tree and lit three fires on

three large rocks below the tree, each about ten feet apart, to
attract attention. He stood between two of the fires and waved
his arms, and the light suddenly turned and closed in from the
northwest to a distance he estimated to be about 50 or 60 yards,
at an elevation slightly above eye level. He could see no shape
attached to the light, .and he heard no sound. "That's what scared
me," he told NICAP investigator Paul Cerny. "I didn't hear any
noise at all." The light hovered between two trees and "just hung
there, and I was pretty sure it was no helicopter, and at that time
all I could see was that little light. I thought maybe it v/as just
a little dinky thing because I couldn't see anything behind it. I
thought of a flying saucer then, but I thought it was just a little
tiny one. . .so I just threw my bow up in the tree and got up there.
I had camouflage clothing on from head to toe, all the way, hat and
everything. . .and after I got in the tree I just froze, just sat
as quiet as I could—thought maybe they couldn't see me, because
it was dark in the tree."



The light then made a large, sweeping half-circle maneuver
to the east, around the witness, moving over a canyon on the south
side of the ridge. "Then I could see it," Mr. S said, "and
then it really scared me." Nov/, besides the bright light, he saw
three illuminated, rectangular panels arranged in a vertically
stepped-down formation (see diagram). He saw no outline around
the panels. The light remained in a fixed position to the right
at a distance estimated at about ^0 feet. These panels appeared
as "flat surfaces" and were an even distance apart. The quality
of their luminescence was "like you would take aluminum foil and
shake it—you know, wiggle it against the fire. . .and you could
see the glistening, shimmering effect." He could see no "attach
ments" to either the three shimmering panels or the bright light.
They remained motionless for about four or five minutes when "some
thing came out of the second one and all I could see was a kind of
flash. Something went straight down the hill." Whatever it was
that dropped from the second panel disappeared into the darkness
of the underbrush. "It went pretty fast. I saw a big flash of
light as it left. I couldn't tell what it was. I just saw a dark
object shoot right down and there was a flash when it came out."
This second object then apparently moved around the witness in the
dark, to the north side of the ridge (see diagram of area). He
said "I saw this little blinking light and I could see just a. . .
part of a dome on top and just a little light flashing on it."
Asked specifically if he could see the object on the ground, Mr.
S- said, "all I could see was the top—it was a light, a
flashing light on the top."

A short time later, from the direction in which the dark
object with a flashing light had landed, Mr. S heard "all
this crashing through the brush down (on) the mountainside. . . .
I was right on the point of the canyon and from here (the source
of the noise) to the tree, it goes straight down into the canyon
.... After about five minutes of the crashing through the
undergrowth, I saw this first—what do you call it—person, or
some kind of a guy all in some kind of light-colored, silver or
whitish-looking uniform, with kind of puffs around the sleeves
and joints." The being appeared to have on a helmet or some
kind of a hood—"all I could see was a dark face"—and it came
to within a hundred feet of the tree, stopped, and appeared to
be "messing around with the manzanita. . .1 don't know what it
was doing. . . . And then it was joined by another one just
like it and they came down right below the tree, at the base of
the tree, and were looking up at me." Mr. S described the
eyes as similar to a welder's goggles—dark and large, "big as
silver dollars." The beings were about twelve feet from him,

"straight down the tree." He said they had a kind of "signal
set-up" with the object in the sky, which appeared to consist of
a "cooing noise, something like an owl would make. . .and I heard
it from them on the hill and from the main ship, I guess. And
every time this noise would come from the ship. . .they would do
something else. ... I just connected it. It might have been
some owls some place, but I connected it."



While these two beings, described by the witness as "humanoid"
in appearance, stood beneath the tree and stared up at him, Mr. S
heard more thrashing around in the brush, this time from a slightly
different direction, along the ridge, "and I saw these big'eyes coming,
just like two flashlights hooked together." These glowing, luminous
eyes were reddish-orange, "the color of fire." The light from the
eyes lit up the face and jaw. No nose could be seen. This later
arrival, while human in form, was short and stocky and appeared to
be "robot-like," garbed in a kind of metallic uniform. Mr. S
described the differences between this "robot-like affair" and the
two humanoids. "The one with the eyes (that) glowed. . .was the same
general shape, (but) a little bit taller." He said the robot was
approximately five feet in height. "Where they were standing, down
below me, it was hard to get a depth perception," he added.

The robot came right up under the tree "and stood there for
awhile." The two humanoids remained down below the base of the rock,
"just looking. . .staring. They weren't doing anything else." This
tableau was finally broken when the robot moved over to the remains
of one of the fires and with its arm swept through the embers,
scattering them. Mr. S described the hand, as it went through
the fire, "like it was in joints, but it was like a hand—you know,
fingers and everything." He compared it to a "Medieval metal
gauntlet." He said he was not able to see much detail from the^
neck down, just a generally human shape. He said that the way it
moved and walked was not "flexible," as the movements of the human
oids were. The robot then moved back to the base of the tree and,
while the humanoids watched, "it put one hand up to its mouth, I
don't know why, and some kind of white vapor came out." He described
the mouth as "square and hinged," somewhat like the mouth of a
"Charley McCarthy dummy." The jaw seemed to hang open one to one-
and-a-half inches most of the time. He could see that its head looked
metallic.

"When this kind of white vapor, smoke, or whatever it was,
came out, I blacked out. . . . It was almost like a little breeze.
He was upwind from me so it just came up through the tree and acted
like nitrogen would, just (like) gas.. . . I never did smell any
thing, there was no smell of any kind, but I just kind of gasped
for breath and then I blacked out and fell across my bow. That was
the only thing that kept me in the tree, and when I woke up I had
the dry heaves. ... I figured they were out to get me then. I
was going to be peaceful and quiet before that." Asked how long he
thought he was out, Mr. S said, "I don't think it was very long.
I was half-conscious. I could feel myself fall over the bow, and
then get right up. I doubt if I was out more than a few minutes. . .

"Then I lit a book of matches. I had six or seven books of
matches with me, so I lit a book of matches and threw it down, just
to see if it would scare them away, and it did. They backed up, so
then I started going crazy with fire. I lit my hat and I guess I
had a lot of hair oil on it because it really blazed up when I threw
it down, right at the base of the tree, and then they backed way up.



They stayed a good 50 to 75 feet away. As soon as this blazed, I
noticed that this ship (had) shot way up into the air. I didn't
see it go up there, I just looked and it was up there. I could '
just barely see it then. ... I guess it was kind of uncertain
of itself and it backed up. . . . I could just make it out up there.
And as soon as the fire started dying down. . .they started coming
back."

Mr. S continued to light things and throw them down.
"There is very little brush or anything around and I was trying to
catch it on fire. ... I took everything out of my pockets and I
ripped my camouflage clothing off, and I was burning it. . . . I
just ended up with levis and T-shirt on and shoes. I burned every
thing I had to burn, my hunting license and everything out of my
wallet that would burn, and I ended up getting just one little fire
started. . . . But they stayed back as long as there was fire, a
good blaze going. As soon as it died down they'd come back in."

By this time, at least three hours had passed since darkness.
"After burning everything I could burn," Mr. S continued, "I
tried shooting the robot with my bow, as he was the only one that
was doing anything against me. The other two just stood and looked.
The bow I've got has the velocity of a rifle at that close range,
twelve feet or so. So'I just pulled it back as far as I could, and
hit him the first time, and it shoved him back against the rocks. . .
When it hit him, it was just like a big arc flash, it just flashed
up real bright. I only had three arrows with me, so that was all I
shot. I shot him three times and all three times it pushed him back
a little bit, with just a bigj bright flash." When asked where it
was he aimed, the hunter said, "it was in the general vicinity of
the heart. ... He was right up against the rocks, so it didn't
push him very far. And every time I shot, too, these others scat
tered a little bit. I guess it scared them a little." They did
not attempt to fire anything in return, and Mr. S at no time
saw them carry firearms, or anything that might be considered weapons.

After having used up his arrows, Mr. S climbed to the top
of the tree and tied himself to the trunk with his belt, "just in
case." From then on, the sequence of events became almost repetitious
and continued throughout the remainder.of the night. At some point
unspecified by the witness, the first robot was joined by a second
similar entity. After he had secured himself to the tree, the robot
approached the base of the tree and again emitted the gaseous vapor,
which blacked the witness out. As he came to, Mr. S—- discovered
that the two humanoids were trying to climb up the base of the tree,
which is twelve feet from the ground to the first limb. (Mr. S
stood on top of the four-foot-high rock at the base of the tree to
gain acess to the first limb.) "The two in white tried to boost each
other up the tree," he explained. "Every time they would get up,
I just grabbed ahold of the tree and (would) shake it as far as I
could, bend the tree as far as I could. ... As soon as there
would be the least little movement they'd get down. They were, I
guess, uncertain of just what happened, and it kept them down. I



broke limbs off and threw them down, and I threw all the change
I had in my pocket down, and anything I had with me I threw down, just
to try and distract them. And this went on all night." As soon as
the humanoids would leave, the robot would come up to the base of the
tree and emit another cloud of vapor. "I'd be shaking the tree and
then this gas would get me and I'd black out, and then as soon as I'd
wake up, I'd heave, and as soon as I'd come to my senses they'd be
just starting to get up the tree, so I knew I wasn't out very long,
because I don't think they'd stay away that long." At one point, when
Mr. S threw down his canteen, one of the humanoids ran over and
picked it up, examined it, and then tossed it aside.

"And I tried all kinds of goofy things," Mr. S continued,
"you know, just tried to distract them. I tried yelling and making
all kinds of noises. I heard a bunch of coyotes off in the distance
howling so I even tried to do that just to make them think there was
more of me, you know, coming. I tried everything I could think of'
to try and distract them, but they just went around their business,
like I wasn't there. . . . They didn't seem to hear. When I would
shout, these two in human form would look up, and all I could see
was a black, flat-looking face with big, dark eyes. I couldn't tell
the color. . .(but they) seemed extra large. And their face was
just kind of black-looking. I couldn't see if they had a helmet
on or not. They had white (on). I could see the top—it looked like
a suit they had on, over their head. All I could see was a black
patch of face, and the eyes. I couldn't make out any features of the
face." Asked if he could'see a nose, Mr; S first answered "no,"
but then changed his mind, adding, "well, it seemed like it v/as awful
low on their face, low and flat."

Besides the two robots (the first had been joined by a second),
and the pair of humanoids near the tree, Mr. S- became aware of at
least one other white-clad humanoid, possibly two, thrashing around
in the brush. "I could see them going over a rock every once in a
while, or hear them out in the brush, thrashing around. ... It
seemed like they were scouting for something, looking for something.
I don't know what. . . . I'd say there were five or six (including
the two robots), altogether. I might have seen the same one, several
times, I don't know."

Finally, just as the eastern sky was beginning to show the
first pink traces of dawn, the two robots moved into a position at
the base of the tree where "they stood, facing each other. You can
see (from the photograph) this tree is pretty skimpy—you can see
down through it. Anyway, they stood facing each other and (it) just
looked like a bunch of flashes going between them, like arc flashes. . .
they just lit up the whole area beneath that tree, going back and
forth between these two." Large volumes of fog began drifting upwards.
According to the witness, it was so thick he could not see the robots,
"and I blacked out, colder than heck then. When I woke up, I was hanging
just by my belt. My feet were hanging down and my head was hanging down.
It was light, but the sun hadn't come up yet, and there was no sign of
them."



Cold and exhausted, Mr. S made his way out of the tree
and picked up some of the items he had thrown down earlier, including
his canteen and his bow and arrows. He found none of the coins he

had tossed down: "I threw better than a dollar's worth of change
down. I don't know if it was bright objects they picked up or not."
There were remnants of burnt clothing and paper laying around, as well
as the burnt patch of brush he had managed to set afire. He left the
scene and finally found his way back to his friends at camp.

After having rested, he told his companions what had happened.
Mr, a , who had also briefly lost his way, said that sometime after
dark he, too, had seen what he first thought was a shooting star, but
he told Mr. S that "I never saw a shooting star come in that low
and last that long." He was convinced that his friend was telling the
truth, as a result of his own sighting.

Later that day, back at home, Mr. S told his wife what had
happened to him the previous night. His mother-in-law knew of a retired
Professor of Astronomy at Sacramento State and the witness made out a
report of the incident to this gentleman. The report was turned over
to officials at Mather Air Force Base in a letter dated September 9.
On September 25, a Captain Cloud, of McClelland Air Force Base, accom
panied by an Air Force sergeant, called on Mr. S at his home, and
requested additional information. (Note; NICAP is attempting to find
out who the'Professor of Astronomy is; the witness believes his name
was Kessler, or something similar. As of this writing, the man has
not been identified. A similar verification of "Captain Cloud" is being
made. The Air Force Register lists a Captain Carl F. Cloud, service
number 1278QA; it has not yet been determined if this is the officer
who conducted the investigation.) Mr. S cooperated with the Air
Force investigator and obligingly turned over one of the arrowheads,
at the officer's request, for examination of metallic fragments that
might have adhered to the tip. He also turned over his detailed,
annotated map of the area of the sighting, which gave the specific
location of the incident reported.

Mr. s told Mr. Cerny that the Air Force officer suggested
(l) that the witness might have encountered a group of Japanese in the
area ("during the war we had trouble with the Japanese"); (2) that it
might have been a group of teenagers "trying to pull a prank"; and (3)
that a group of Air Force trainees may have been out on bivouac in the
mountains and could have been responsible for the incident. Suggestions
of drinking and hallucinations were also touched upon by Captain Cloud.
As for Japanese and teenaged pranksters, Mr. S told Mr. Cerny that
"I knew right there it wasn't any Japanese. . .and I told them I could
just see a bunch of teenagers dressed in space suits way out in the
middle of nowhere." He had called McClelland Air Force Base to find
out if there had been military excercises that night in the Cisco
Grove area, and was told there had not. Besides, he added, if that
had been the case, "they'd know some way of getting me out of there
if they wanted me out."



Two or three weeks later, Mr. S——, with one of his hunting
companions, his brother, and another friend, returned to the scene of
the sighting. They found that the area had been "picked clean." He
told Mr. Cerny that "this was all the stuff I left there. I knew it
was there on the morning when I left. I didn't take it back; This
stuff was all gone. Nothing. It was cleaned out." However, they did
find some cigarette and cigar butts lying around. It was Mr. S —'s
contention that, with the aid of his map, the Air Force had come in
with a helicopter and "picked the place clean."

Captain Cloud had assured the witness that his name would be
kept confidential, as he sought no publicity over the incident. Yet
some time after the official investigation, Mr. S received letters
from a UPT newsman who had heard of t he report and wanted further de
tails; his brother also received a letter of inquiry from a newsman,
inquiring if he had been the one involved in the Cisco Grove UFO story.
In November, he received a letter requesting sighting details from UFO
investigator Jacques Vallee (see copy). None of these requests for
information were acknowledged. Captain Cloud had promised the witness
that his arrowhead would be returned following examination. It never
was. (According to a letter dated September 9, 1968, from Major James
H. Aikman, of the Blue Book Office of Information, no analysis was
made of the arrowhead, and it had been "loaned to the Colorado UFO
Study Group," and had not been returned to its owner.)

Two of the remaining arrowheads were loaned to NICAP for an
examination and analysis of possible metallic fragments. Results of
these tests proved negative (see correspondence pertaining to tests).

As of the date of this writing, nothing concerning the wit
ness has come to light that would discredit him in any way. There
remains the question about the time of the rising of the moon. Mr.
S had thought it was about half full, when in fact it was two
days short of a new moon; and it could not have risen at the begin
ning of the night's sequence of events, unless, of course, they did
not commence before midnight, as reported by the witness, but some
time after 3:00 a.m. At this late date, it may not be possible to
resolve theseminor discrepancies, and although they must be considered
with the rest of the witness' testimony, they are not sufficient to
discredit the case. (As the witness told Mr. Cerny, he was too con
cerned with what was going on around him to make any careful obser
vations on the moon.)

The witness has agreed to undergo hypnosis in an attempt
to learn more. It is always possible that additional details might
be brought to light by such means, although the results of such
methods are still debatable.
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Night set in and the pimcipal found
himself in a sparscly-vegetalcd canyon
which was a*, granite oulerupping. lie
heard movement in the brush and climb
ed a tree, as he felt il was a bear. After
Ihe-anitnal IjJX he descended and bunt

"three :small "signal (ires. h. |>mg to nlert
" rangers and effect

Shortly theron"
light descend out - • . •
inih rind lnnfl ln'vi-"H 'hi^^j^t-u^
nd^Tneatfirst thought it was a heli
copter coming

"s

^ . ^whether or n"', **"• rtKn ha* ht'pn pllb-
snuarish head, two orangish flickering )jkh(>(, hy NICAP as APKO has not re-

TThT^UFO Investigator" (NICAP'srses .inn Winn i. v - - -^ ^s.ft'nni inc ltw m»«.:>..»,«».•

its "iaw" seemed to drop open. »onv,n»t5fe^l,rfit-ial periodical) since Dr. Fontes" visit
a .squarish opening from which the vnpocW ,(- N|(Ap Headquarters in February of
came (\ iqwi However, prior to that time, the

Muring the night. Mr. X also fired hist^ i,u.|(|t.at had not been mentioned in the
jhrec lemaining arrows at the "robot- •v——r-rrm "

'" ""»• ",,,,"h x\**~ struck the thing, the other-misso.i
n r MrT «w •« hricht>& **"*' was accompaniedTTTbTTiish
, rM,, sUv h, a elide ^colored "spark" at the point where itit of the sks m a Mine . ,. ..rnbn. •• Bothcame in Contact with the "robot " Both

Mi ikes were in the •chest" area, and
knocked tho thing backwards after which
il merely regained its balance, came back
to Ihe tree and resumed ifs vigil.

Just before dawn, another robot ap
proached the tree, stood "opposite" the
other, and suddenly a flash, like an arc-
welder's flash erupted, and a huge cloud
of the vapor issued from the area be
tween the two robots and drifted toward
Mr. X. He lost conniou>.ne>.s. and when
r.- regained it. the • n> was coming up
„nd (lie craft, as w-li as the "entities"
was gone.

Mr. X then descended from his tree
and with some difficulty, proceeded to
ward camp He collapsed from exhaus-

• lion before he got there and later was
found'where he heard one of his friends
calling, and answered When they got to
camp he spilled his story to his friends,
who told him they had. soon the descent
of the object, which they had. at the
time, thought was a very slow, but bril
liant meteor,'

Mr, X added some other points which
are interesting: Upon revisiting the spot,
he found two of (he arrows, one of which
hail a "glob of metallic material" still
stuck lo it. Moth arrows were striated
or grooved in a slranee manner.

Mr. X was inlorvicwcd by AF invest••
valors who took one ol ihe-armws Iwith

,-„P«-. .u k to rescue him but he
tieard no sound, and decided it might
have been a /mcj£aWdespitc its slow
speed Shortlv he realized his mistake
when he heard sounds of omething ap
proaching him from the direction of the
object, who>o lights he could now see
Ho went hack up his tree and watched
•,s two "space suit" clad fic.urcs walked
over to the "asc of the tree followed b>
a ••^omelhiii*!" which be relcrrcd lo a: a
Vrobot" in his report. wjudL-'ii'i•'""'' "*•
float, rather than waIk._wo.iiltl l'n nurr

'rather than around "boshes etc.
""During the next several hours of dark

ness (there was only the liitht of the full
moon) lir X, was subjecjedjo the fol
lowing^.- i .-•— ;-j —r'

The nwo 'spaceTsuil -dad Figures
would ihake.It;:-. "T ,rvl"f'i '" 'll<:1(>'lt:c-
hm. Then the "robot" would open Us
•^moTr.ir and a light vaporous material
would issue out and float up at Mr. X.
whereupon he would lose consciousness
Upon awakening he was nauseous and
vomited and retched violently

From the antics of these three -en
tities" the tollowing was observed The,
•men" apparently knew nothing abom
climbing trees-they wjnltl s|uKe the
jj.... trv to boost each other up into it,
but at no time would they attempt to

Investigator.
—ATTTioiTghit is felt much more might
be learned, in the way of detail, by hyp
notic trance questioning, we decided to
release the case nevertheless for sev
eral reasons: The "occupants" are the
subject of great interest by various jour
nalists (see other articles in this and
succeeding issues), and the public seems
to evince some curiosity about Ihe same

The Strange Case Of A.V.B.
The following information has lain in

the files ol APRO since early 105fl when
the- initial details were forwarded to-
APKO bv Dr. Fontes Because of the
great detail and length of the report,
we have condensed it considerably, but
a more extensive version appears in Mrs.
Ixirenzen's revised book, "Flying Sauc
er" to be published by SIGNKT in late
October of this year.

Antonio Villas Boas was 23 years old
when the strange event took place, and
this particular event with which we are
concerned, followed two nights of mani
festations of strange lights near the
farm of his parents, near the town of
Francisco de Salles in the state of
Minus C.erais. Brazil The first two inci
dents were witnessed by Antonio's broth
er ,lono.

At about I 311 A.M., on the morning of
Ihe 15lh of October. W57. AVB (well

(See Hesrii/cd. Vagt Six)

, i.L.'-i-^l.^^^l.-i--", tatU.'^'Trf^/Aifc^'^^^t-i--J^'i-^^'V^>a^^,^h^^v^W2.'i**'^rl'Jl^wj..



The witness is a

factory worker. -

One scientist, Dr.
James A. Harder.—

Light approached, emitted
2nd object, which landed.

The robot remained at base

of tree, except when^
struck by arrow.

There was no "glob of
metallic material." ~

SAGA Magazine , i
February 1967
Pages 53-£U

Another young man, a U. S. govern
ment scientist, was -out camping with
friends in the mountains near Cisco
Grove, Calif., in September 1963, when
he underwent a mind-numbing experi
ence, which was later carefully investi
gated by scientists from the University
of California. Their detailed report,
filed with APRO in Tucson, Ariz., de
scribes how the young man wandered
away from his friends and became lost.
As night approached, he lit a series of
signal fires and sat down hopefully in
darkness. After a few minutes, he saw
a light in the sky and thought it was
a helicopter coming to rescue him. The
light descended ntarby and rwo "space- ^-
suit" .clad beings in human form came
out of the bushes toward him. They
were accompanied by what he called
"a robot" which seemed to float rather <-

He climbed the tree on than walk. Startled and frightened, the
seeing the light approach .-> voting man scaled a tree. The creatures

stood around the base of the tree and
tried to shake him out of it. He was ^r
carrying a bow and arrow, and he fired
arrows at the robot as it floated up to

-J* his position and hissed a light vapor
at him. He said he could hear the ar
rows striking and there was a bluish
spark each time they hit. Each time
the robot blew the vapor at him he
would lose consciousness—when he woke
up he was nauseous and vomited vio
lently.

This weird charade continued through
out the night. When dawn came, the
creatures left and the object flew away.
Their victim was later interviewed by
the Air Force. The Air Force officers
carried off one of his arrows which had

^> a "glob of metallic material" stuck to
it. He never saw the arrow again, nor
has he ever received ft report on $e
nature of that "metallic material." '

From article, "UFO Kidnappers,"

by John Keel

HW-

-Beings described as garbed
in white.

-None floated; they all
walked.

.They did not try to shake
him out of the tree.

.He had the "dry heaves."
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Three tiny "tin men" star in the case at Long Prairie,
Minnesota, on October 23, 1965. According to his story, Jerry
Townsend, nineteen, a fledgling radio announcer, was driving
from Little Falls to Long Prairie at 7:40 p.m. on the night
in question. At about four miles out of Long Prairie he
rounded a curve; his engine, lights, and radio went dead,
so he braked his car. Ahead of him was a rocket-shaped
object about 30 to 40 feet high and 10 feet in diameter,
rcsio '<-, three fins in the middle of the road. Townsend
got oul of his car, walked toward the front fender, then
stopped at i: • sight of three little beer-can shaped "objects"
which ciu.i.. iloin under the ship and moved toward him.
They were six inches high, walked on two "fins," and when
they stopped, a third "fin" came down in the rear. He saw
no faces, eyes, etc., and said they moved with a side-to-
side waddling gait. They seemed to be watching him. After
what seemed to be an eternity, he said, they went under the
big "rocket," and disappeared into it. The object then took
off. The "colorless" light.which issued from the bottom of
the "rocket" went out after it was airborne. The object's
takeoff, Townsend said, looked like someone had "lifted a
flashlight off a table."

The wrapup on'this case included inquiries to teachers and
friends. Townsend got a clean bill of health as far as his
reputation for honesty was concerned. After the object left,
he drove to Long Prairie where he told of his encounter at
the sheriff's office Sheriff Bain told me via telephone that
Tov.t-.c- \ had p. pntd reputation, was not a drinker, and
that lie ;-id been visibly frightened when he reported his ex-
penenc -. Jiain ai-.f I <--ig Prairie Police Officer Lavern Lubitz
returned to the spot vhere the object was reportedly seen, and
found three parallel strips of oil-like substance about four
i ••'••'•- • • . and a yard long, on the surface of the road,

what they were, but I've looked at a lot of
:" J ' - - ci saw anything like them before," Bain told
tei'i»- .later.

kxports out of the state of Washington in August, 1965,
told of three non-human-appearing men seen by two girls
near Renton. According to the report, at 7:30 A.M. the two
girls got out of their car and were approached by the men,
who were in a bean field. The beings had white-domed heads
and protruding eyes. The faces had no expression, the eyes
were gray like stone and tho lower part of the faces appeared

• THE, OCCUPANT* U, THE UMIBD STATES „,

girls ran about 50 feet past the I! , h;lle frightened

The

ined, anTLioSL5^hasaCnUotr ^ We haVC —lion, suffici:;.! Jul U,"?** rnml-Uted. its invest.'.™.

"occupant" incidents. mp0rtant t0 *>/ documentation of

SaSamt^a STuffi?^** *? ™» *» the
Cisco Grove (not far fr«m t t ? mt° the m0l»"ans near
Thebow-huntinTseason whl? ^° *? SOme ^-hunting,
had Just conWnced OnTtte aE™ **, T* deer seas0D.

, three men were hunting . •*° °f^£2iember_4 the
camp. As dusTa^/hed fcfy wT ™ WTtheir

f other. Our principal MrS w« m seP*/ated from each
.and approach camp S^ £j* HT^l *' **»
tho end of the ridee he fn,7J ,k ?• *: XVhen he reacfaed
to the canyon below tdTe*££&Z^ taM\**« «**
trace his path and find another way to It t ^ *£"
started back, in the dusk »nS ~ ay.to *et to camp- He
granite outcroppbg, few'tr«s ^ "^ * l^'°R with a
point he heard what he thmfaAtd SpafSe brush" At ™*
ing sounds it made andtoo*t\ WM- * bear by me crash"
fident that the beaV bad lone l^ ?S ^ Sh°rtly' coa'small signal firesTopbg ?Ttl^t T ?** ^ *™
notknowmgmeyhadPleft£arSCal^ °f nn^

when the light tl^^LT^T^l fV^ But
a lantern and thoueht nerh™. v he reaIl2ed " wasn't
was coming. Sffitie I^caS"\X^ ^"^
stopped, and hovered mofionlelwimo^ .dttKtm\*«
realized this was something out of the SnL y/0UDdL heup into the tree. ordinary and went back

This tree is important to the story It is 2-> t« ™t .,..,.

stayed there for a time. me 12'*oot mark and
The Lght S. had seen appeared to be 8to 10 inches in dia.
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138 FLYING SAUCER OCCUPANTS

meter, and white. It appeared to be accompanied by two
or three other objects which stayed at a regulated distance
from it. Remember at this point that it was dark with a moon
rising, but nevertheless this canyon is partly shaded from the
moon's light Shapes and things were therefore indistinct.
The light then circled around S.'s tree, a flash was seen,
and a dark object fell to the ground. Then he noticed a
"dome-shaped affair" 400 to 500 yards away, apparently
on or near the ground.

Noises like someone moving in the brush attracted S.'s
attention, and he saw a figure emerge from a patch of
manzanita brush. The creature seemed to be examining the
manzanita. Then, from a slightly different direction another
figure approached and the two came toward the tree in which
S. perched, stood at the base, and looked at him. He oc
casionally heard a "cooing" or "hooting" noise to which the
two always reacted, but doesn't know if the sound came
from them or an owl in the area. The reaction from the en
tities might have simply been curiosity about the noise. The
only other noises he heard during the night was the sound
of movement in the brush, and once he heard the sound of
a generator.

At this point, a third figure came from the direction of
the dome—it seemed to move in a different- manner than the
first two, making more noise, seemed to run into bushes,
going over or through them rather than around, as the others
did. The descriptions of these three figure's are:

Numbers one and two were about 5 feet 5 inches, S.'s
best estimate. They were clothed in a silvery-gray material
with a covering that went up over the head straight from the
shoulders. No. facial features were visible at any time. The
third "entity" was gray, dark gray, or black. It, too, had no
discernible neck, but two reddish-orange "eyes" glowed and
flickered where the "head" would be. It had a "mouth" which,
when it opened, seemed to "drop" open, making a rectangu
lar hole in the "face." The mouth extended completely across
the "face" area.

S. saw figures number one and two more clearly than the
other for they came in from an area bathed in moonlight.
Figure number three came in on the shadowed side of the
canyon. Its eyes appeared to be about 3 inches in diameter.

The first two figures attempted to get to S. by boosting one
another up the tree, but apparently did not know how to
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climb a tree. The third entity (which S. calls a "robot"!
S^*AJU.St,:Vatchi"S a"d waiting, near the Le of metree. Then the nightmare began.

S. readily admits he was badly friehrenprl tt» ,„ i- j t' object on the hill must have Ve* ^y^ auclr" If
though he knew little about them excem frnn, aI"counts. Throughout the nlS^^T^Tto^Z^
smoke whtch issued from its mouth while the ofh« Zo
looked on, or tried to climb the tree. S. climbed higher belted
himself to the trunk (the section where he finally Sed was
4inches mdiameter) and began lighting pieces o^his clcTh
ing and ,throwing it at them. First he lit his cap whfch flaid
up brightly (probably due to hair dressing whkhh nuke
ody), and threw it down. The two figures backed I1 h
away from the tree. Then the robot opened iu mouth S
saw a puff of white smoke or gas, and seconds laJTS'i,?-
came light-headed, then lost consciousness Sir
this happened, he would awaken, roSolyonhse™T
later sick and retching. He would then light anomer n^r
of his clothing or throw something at them to TvEn
courage them. He succeeded in starting several frLl.fi
on the ground hoping to attract attenS7rom someone S
to discourage his tormentors. Altogether, he toreTpart hhcamouflaged oversuit, his jacket, and his cap P *"'

Before he began setting fires, S. shot three arrows at what
he thought was the chest section of the robot wC„ .if
arrows hit, they struck aspark as they made con^cTw*
the robot, suggesting that it was made of metal and Z?
ceeded in knocking the robot away two or Three feet Oc
castonally the robot would get downwind before releaser, e*

•tto gs, which S. said he never saw after it left the robo"f
S. threw his canteen down, which one of th- cti, „smted entities picked up and both of L™.l£l A, t

all, he threw his bow, his canteen, and a pocketful of , JJcorns, besides bits of burning clothing and'paper ""
Finally, at about dawn when the east was imr cm,,-

to get pinkish with the first light of the sunTme two «m£?
figures stood back from the tree, another obot ^Ld the
SuLTf ^ SJ°0d ?CinS each 0ther at ^ base ofTe treeSuddenly sparks and a glow filled the area between S
ches s, and a cloud of the gas issued from them S tine
S. did not know for certain where the gas came from He
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140 FLYING SAUCER OCCUPANTS

blacked out and when he came to they were gone. He was
extremely nauseated, and was hanging, limp and exhausted,
his head and legs and arms dangling. He feels they left
him for dead. He was bitterly cold from exposure, having
only his T-shirt, levis, underclothing, socks, and boots left
He waited a while, got down, and looked around.

S. said he got another scare when he spotted smoke is
suing from near a rock, but found it was only the smoke
residue from one of the fires he had started during the night
He tried to orient himself, then started for camp. Finally,
sick and frightened and exhausted from his ordeal and the
cold, he lay down. He then heard one of his friends whis
tling, got up and the two located each other, then went
back to camp.

When S. arrived at camp he found that one of the other
men had nearly gotten lost, but had been close enough to
camp to see the lantern and get there safely. The other man
had apparently seen the craft, for he told about the bright,
glowing large light which slowly came down the evening
before. S. told his friends about his experience, and they be
lieved him, not only because they knew him, but because
of the light seen by one of them.

We learned about this particular incident quite by chance
through rumors in the Sacramento area, and notified Dr.
James Harder, one of APRO's advisers. Dr. Harder con
tacted S., taped an interview, and after hearing the tape we
felt it was worth further investigation. At present, the pre
liminary interviews by a qualified psychiatrist have been
made preparatory to either sodium amytol or hypnotic
trance questioning. We feel that Mr. S. may have informa-
ion buried at a subconscious level which may shed consid
erably more light on the whole incident. We are reasonably
certain that the episode took place and was a true physi
cal experience, and therefore the trance questioning will not
be done to attempt to discredit him in any way.

During the course of the investigation and S.'s question
ing, we found some interesting facts: S. reported his experi
ence to Air Force personnel who suggested that he may have
been the unhappy subject of a prank by teen-agers or local
Japanese people (?). They did not seem to take his account
seriously.

It is tempting to attempt an analysis of this strange inci
dent at this time, but the reader can rcaddy recognize the
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general resemblance of these two entities to others on record-
Ttesilver-suitcd figures and especially the helmets resemble
the man" seen by Reeves in Florida in March, 1965 as well
as the principal male figures in the Villas-Boas (Brazil) case
of 1957. The robots, especially their glowing eyes, resemble
the monstrous things seen at Flatwoods, Virginia, as well as
the Old Saybrook entities. "Little men" such as those de
scribed by Scully, the Death Valley prospectors, the farm
boy m Kansas, and the Brush Creek prospectors are only a
few of the many accounts of diminutive saucer operators
So they would seem to be one definite category. Facial char
acteristics are seldom described, usually because of the fact
that the distance between the observer and the observed is
so great that it precludes close scrutiny.
_-Although the facial features of the "little men" described
in Ohio cases are anything but human appearing, we can do
little in the way of interpretation as is the case in most other
entity episodes, because there is always the possibility of
some kind of head piece or mask being used. The surrepti-
tiousness of the UFO entities in past years indicates an un
willingness to contact humans. Only in the past few years
have we been confronted with cases coming from apparently
credible and reliable witnesses relating to close-up contact
and voice communication. This may be a simple matter of
our "visitors" being ready for such contact. Some of us
entertain the idea that the UFOs monitor our communica
tions, and it seems, if they have similar vocal chords, that
they should be capable of learning our languages given ade
quate time, which they certainly have had.

A certain segment of UFO researchers (which happen to
be in the majority in our country, unfortunately) resisted the
idea of humanoid UFO occupants until the famous Socorro
(Lonnie Zamora) case of 1964. To attempt to convince these
people that their attitude is emotionally rooted would be a
waste of time. Therefore, those of us who are deeply inter
ested in every phase of the UFO mystery have been greatly
hampered by our own colleagues. The modus operandi of
these "reasearchers" is to gather every kind of report but to
suppress those which are not personally acceptable—thus
preventing others from the type of correlative work which
needs to be done with all reports.

To sum up, it would seem that we arc dealing, even at
this juncture, only with a mass of reports involving various
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Three tiny "tm men" star in the case at Long Prairie,
Minnesota, on October 23, 1965. According to his story, Jerry
Townsend, nineteen, a fledgling radio announcer, was driving
from Little Falls to Long Prairie at 7:40 p.m. on the night
in question. At about four miles out of Long Prairie he
rounded a curve; his engine, lights, and radio went dead,
so he braked his car. Ahead of him was a rocket-shaped
object about 30 to 40 feet high and 10 feet in diameter,
rest' ihree fins in the middle of the road. Townsend
got o^ kij car, walked toward the front fender, then
stopper' ,•! " -M of three little beer-can shaped "objects"
which cau'. i-u. under the ship and moved toward him.
They were six uiches high, walked on two "fins," and when
they stopped, a third "fin" came down in the rear. He saw
no faces, eyes, etc, and said they moved with a side-to-
side waddling gait. They seemed to be watching him. After
what seemed to be an eternity, he said, they went under the
big "rodcet," and disappeared into it. The object then took
off. The "colorless" light which issued from the bottom of
the "locket" went out after it was airborne. The object's
takeoff, Townsend said, looked like someone had "lifted a
flashlight off a table."

The wrapup on this case included inquiries to teachers and
friends. Townsend got a clean bill of health as far as his
reputation for he ecly was concerned. After the object left,
he drove to Lon£ i",^! •. where he told of his encounter at
the sheriff's office. S;•. 11 fi Bain told me via telephone that
Towi li'-d a mi • reputation, was not a drinker, and
that i. id been v-^iluy frightened when he reported his ex-
penciH.' Ham a-- 7 ->g Prairie Police Officer Lavern Lubitz
returned to the spot uhere the object was reportedly seen, and
found three paiallel strips of oil-like substance about four
ir-'i""1- • "'a yard long, on the surface of the road.

i,-hat they were, but I've looked at a lot of
:. s ; , Li saw anything like them before," Bain told
jni'irt . later

kcjiorts out of the state of Washington in August, 1965,
told of three non-human-appearing men seen by two girls
near Renton. According to the report, at 7:30 A-M. the two
girls got out of their car and were approached by the men,
who were in a bean field. The beings had white-domed heads
and protruding eyes. The faces had no expression, the eyes
were gray like stone and the lower part of the faces appeared
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to be deeply tanned. They wore armless V-necked jerseys of
a purple color with white shirts underneath. The frightened
girls ran about 50 feet past the men and when they looked
back the beings had disappeared. No craft was seen in con-

: The next is the most spectacular report we have exam
ined, and although APRO has not comnW^ it8 investiga-
££%. sufficient worK nas been done so than^eeTuTsan'
authentic incident and important to any documentation of
"occupant" incidents.

On the Labor Day weekend of 1964, three men from the
Sacramento area of California drove into the mountans near
Cisco Grove (not far from Truckee) to do some bow-hunting.
The bow-hunting season, which precedes the usual deer season,
had just commenced. On the afternoon of September 4. the
three men were hunting a ridge some distance from their
camp. As dusk approached, they were separated from each

>other. Our principal, Mr. S., was to proceed along the ridge
and approach camp from a certain area. When he reached
the end of the ridge he found that it ended in a sheer drop
to the canyon below and he realized' he would have to re
trace his path and find another way to get to camp He
started back, in the dusk, and came into a canyon with a
granite outcropping, few trees, and sparse brush. At this
point he heard what he thought was a bear by the crash
ing sounds it made, and took refuge in a tree. Shortly, con
fident that the bear had gone, he got down and buflt three
small signal fires hoping to attract the attention of rangers,
notknowmg they had left the area already.

Then S. saw a light below the horizon and thought it was
a lantern and that his friends were looking for him But
when the light darted up and over a tree he realized it wasn't
a lantern and thought perhaps a search and rescue helicopter"
was coming. When the light came in his direction, then
stopped, and hovered motionless without any sound he
realized this was something out of the ordinary and went back
up into the tree.

This tree is important to the story. It is 25 to 30 feet high
big enough at the base so that it cannot be circled by a*
man's arms, completely branchless up to 12 feet, with sparse
but sturdy limbs above it. S. climbed to the 12-foot mark and
stayed there for a time.

The light S. had seen appeared to be 8 to 10 inches in dia-
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blacked out and when he came to they were gone. He was
extremely nauseated, and was hanging, limp and exhausted,
his head and legs and arms dangling. He feels they left
him for dead. He was bitterly cold from exposure, having
only his T-shirt, levis, underclothing, socks, and boots left
He waited a while, got down, and looked around.

S. said he got another scare when he spotted smoke is
suing from near' a rock, but found it was only the smoke
residue from one of the fires he had started during the night
He tried to orient himself, then started for camp. Finally,
sick and frightened and exhausted from his ordeal and the
cold, he lay down. He then heard one of his friends whis
tling, got up and the two located each other, then went
back to camp.

When S. arrived at camp he found that one of the other
men had nearly gotten lost, but had been close enough to
camp to see the lantern and get there safely. The other man
had apparently seen the craft, for he told about the bright,
glowing large light which slowly came down the evening
before. S. told his friends about his experience, and they be
lieved him, not only because they knew him, but because
of the light seen by one of them.

We learned about this particular incident quite by chance'
through rumors in the Sacramento area, and notified Dr.
James Harder, one of APRO's advisers. Dr. Harder con
tacted S., taped an interview, and after hearing the tape we
felt it was worth further investigation. At present, the pre
liminary interviews by a qualified psychiatrist have been
made preparatory to either sodium amytol or hypnotic
trance questioning. We feel that Mr. S. may have informa-
ion buried at a subconscious level which may shed consid
erably more light on the whole incident. We are reasonably
certain that the episode took place and was a true physi
cal experience, and therefore the trance questioning will not
be done to attempt to discredit him in any way.

During the course of the investigation and S.'s question
ing, we found some interesting facts: S. reported his experi
ence to Air Force personnel who suggested that he may have
been the unhappy subject of a prank by teen-agers or local
Japanese people (?). They did not seem to take his account
seriously. . .

It is tempting to attempt an analysis of this strange inci
dent at this time, but the reader can readily recognize the
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general resemblance of these two entities to others on record:
The silver-suited figures and especially the helmets resemble
the "man" seen by Reeves in Florida in March, 1-965, as well
as the principal male figures in the Villas-Boas (Brazil) case
of 1957. The robots, especially their glowing eyes, resemble
the monstrous things seen at Flatwoods, Virginia, as well as
the Old Saybrook entities. "Little men" such as those de
scribed by Scully, the Death Valley prospectors, the farm
boy in Kansas, and the Brush Creek prospectors are only a
few of the many accounts of diminutive saucer operators.
So they would seem to be one definite category. Facial char
acteristics are seldom described, usually because of the fact
that the distance between the observer and the observed is
so great that it precludes close scrutiny.
_-Although the facial features of the "little men" described
in Ohio cases are anything but human appearing, we can do
little in the way of interpretation as is the case in most other
entity episodes, because there is always the possibility of
some kind of head piece or mask being used. The surrepti-
tiousness of the UFO entities in past years indicates an un
willingness to contact humans. Only in the past few years
have we been confronted with cases coming from apparently
credible and reliable witnesses relating to close-up contact
and voice communication. This may be a simple matter of
our "visitors" being ready for such contact. Some of us
entertain the idea that the UFOs monitor our communica
tions, and it seems, if they have similar vocal chords, that
they should be capable of learning our languages given ade
quate time, which they certainly have had.

A certain segment of UFO researchers (which happen to
be in the majority in our country, unfortunately) resisted the
idea of humanoid UFO occupants until the famous Socorro
(Lonnie Zamora) case of 1964. To attempt to convince these
people that their attitude is emotionally rooted would be a
waste of time. Therefore, those of us who are deeply inter
ested in every phase of the UFO mystery have been greatly
hampered by our own colleagues. The modus operandi of
these "rcasearchers" is to gather every kind of report but to
suppress those which are not personally acceptable—thus
preventing others from the type of correlative work which
needs to be done with all reports.

To sum up, it would seem that we arc dealing, even at
this juncture, only with a mass of reports involving various
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meter, and white. It appeared to be accompanied by two
or three other objects which stayed at a regulated distance
from it Remember at this point that it was dark with a moon
rising, but nevertheless this canyon is partly shaded from the
moon's light Shapes and things were therefore indistinct.
The light then circled around S.'s tree, a flash was seen,
and a dark object fell to the ground. Then he noticed a
"dome-shaped affair" 400 to 500 yards away, apparently
on or near the ground.

Noises like someone moving in the brush attracted S.'s
attention, and he saw a figure emerge from a patch of
manzanita brush. The creature seemed to be examining the
manzanita. Then, from a slightly different direction another
figure approached and the two came toward the tree in which
S. perched, stood at the base, and looked at him. He oc
casionally heard a "cooing" or "hooting" noise to which the
two always reacted, but doesn't know if the sound came
from them or an owl in the area. The reaction from the en
tities might have simply been curiosity about the noise. The
only other noises he heard during the night was the sound
of movement in the brush, and once he heard the sound of
a generator.

At this point, a third figure came from the direction of
the dome—it seemed to move in a different manner than the
first two, making more noise, seemed to run into bushes,
going over or through them rather than around, as the others
did. The descriptions of these three figures are:

Numbers one and two were about 5 feet 5 inches, S.'s
best estimate. They were clothed in a silvery-gray material
with a covering that went up over the head straight from the
shoulders. No facial features were visible at any time. The
third "entity" was gray, dark gray, or black. It, too, had no
discernible neck, but two reddish-orange "eyes" glowed and
flickered where the "head" would be. It had a "mouth" which,
when it opened, seemed to "drop" open, making a rectangu
lar hole in the "face." The mouth extended completely across
the "face" area.

S. saw figures number one and two more clearly than the
other for they came in from an area bathed in moonlight
Figure number three came in on the shadowed side of the
canyon. Its eyes appeared to be about 3 inches in diameter.

The first two figures attempted to get to S. by boosting one
another up the tree, but apparently did not know how to
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c!!mb;\trf--The th[id- entity (which s- calls a "robot")
^rAlnt'^J^T 3nd Waiting» near the base ofIhetree. Then the nightmare began.
-S. readily admits he was badly frightened. He realized the

object on the hill must have been a "flyhJ slucS" M
though he knew little about them except from newspaper ac
counts. Throughout the night the robot tried to gas him wkh
ESS ^V-T* fTOm itS m0Uth wMe th§e oZ twolooked on, or tried to climb th, tree. S. climbed higher belted
himself to the trunk (the secloa where he finallyStkd was
4mches mdiameter) and I .,Q lighting pieces of hsclS-
ing and-throwing it at them. ,rst he lit his cap, which flared
up brightly (probably due to hair dressing wbich S oSj
oily), and threw it down. The two figures backed LV£
away from the tree. Then the robot openedimouth S
saw apuff of white smoke or gas, and seconds latThe bt
came light-headed, then lost consciousness. Each timt
this happened, he would awaken, probably only seconds
later s,ck and retching. He would then light another pkco
of his clothing or throw something at them to try to d?
courage them. He succeeded in starting several Sal fires
on the ground hoping to attract attention from someone 0?
to discourage his tormentors. Altogether, he tore"St his
camouflaged oversuit, his jacket, and his cap P

Before he began setting fires, S. shot three arrows at what
he thought was the chest section of the robS When the
arrows hit, they struck a spark as they made contact wiS
Sp/?°t'lfUgg,e?tiDg that * ,Vas made °f metal, and Tutceeded in knocking the robot aWay two or three feet (V
casionally "the robot would get downwind bSore re eas*g•Aejgs, which S. said he never saw after it left the roS'f

S. threw his canteen down, which one of the silver-
suited entities picked up and both of them examined Sun
all, he threw his bow, his canteen, and a pocketful of sflver
corns, besides bits of burning clothing and paper
tn«T"?',?* about dawn when the east was just starting
to get pmkish with the first light of the sun, the two "men-
figures stood back from the tree, another robot Zed the
first and they stood facing each other at the base of the tree
Suddenly sparks and a glow filled the area between SS
S dd 2 t? d°Urd °f thG-gaS hsUed from them- TS tiZS. did not know for certain where the gas came from He
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PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BY WITNESS, OCTOBER, 196U

View to north; light moved
below trees, right to left,
approached between two trees
in foreground.

The tree, approximately 35 feet
tall; about 7 feet from rock to
lowest branch.

17

View of the locale from
the tree, looking up
the ridge.

The Tdtness, standing on nearby
rock, with the tree in the
background.



DRAWING OF THE UFO

The above drawing is based on sketches made by the witness.
The small, round light on the lower right was seen first, north of the
witness, moving in a westerly direction below the mountaintops. After
he lit three fires, it approached rapidly from the northwest, stopped,
and then circled eastward around him to a point roughly south of his
position. At that point, the three "shimmering" panels could be seen.
The original light remained in a fixed position relative to the three
panels, although if they were all attached to a single body, its out
line could not be seen against the dark background. The witness esti
mated the distance between the single light and the three panels was
approximately 50 feet, although there were no fixed reference points
to be certain of this estimate. The dark, domed secondary object came
from the middle panel, accompanied by a bright flash.

18



Copies of Drawings of UFO as Described by the Witness to Paul Cerny

Dark object
emerged from
second panel

Copy of the first drawing as described by the witness, showing the
"shimmery panels of light" in stepped down position

Dark object
emerged from
second panel

Small white

light seen
first

Copy of the revised drawing, which shows the panels tipped at an
angle, with the small white light shown in its relative position.
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HOOD OR HELMET CAME STRAIGHT
DOWN TO SHOULDERS

LARGE DARK EYES, LIKE
WELDING GOGGLES

DARK AREA AROUND EYES
AND FACE

SUIT APPEARED"

TO BE ONE PIECE

COLOR OF SUIT WAS SILVER WHITE

BELLOWS AT ELBOWS AND KNEES

NO FEET DETAILS

COULD BE SEEN

HUMANOID

TIGHT FITTING SUIT

SHORT, STOCKY BUILD,
MUSCULAR

HANDS APPEARED TO

HAVE GLOVES ON

APPROX. 5'0" TALL



EYES REDDISH ORANGE IN COLOR
AND LIT UP THE FACE SOMEWHAT

EYES GLOWED IN THE DARK

DULL METALLIC SILVER OR

PLATINUM COLOR

t

FINGERS LIKE MEDIEVAL

ARMOR GLOVE

ROBOT

VAPOR CAME FROM OPEN MOUTH

SQUARE JAW

SQUARE SHOULDERS

HOOD OR HELMET

CAME STRAIGHT

DOWN TO SHOULDERS

APPROX. 5'0" TALL OR OVER



J. VALLEE

1502 W. Bryn Mavr
CHICAGO Illinois

60626 U. S. A.

Dear Mr Shrum,

I.)

Chicago, november 13, 1964

I am a professional analyst, and I am in the process
of writing a book on the probability of life in the universe.
Reports of unidentified flying objects should be analyzed in
relation to this subject, and a fev of the most reliable reports
known to m«' will be quoted in this book. My publisher has called
to my attention the observation you have made recently, and ve
have been impressed both by the events related in your story and
by the fact that you have not tried to gain publicity by telling
it to groups of "flying saucer enthusiasts", which is certainly an
indication of reliability.

• r

The information ve possess on the case, however ,fc insuf
ficient to allow a' definite conclusion to be reached, and we
vould be most interested in a more detailed account of exactly
what you saw. If any conclusion is reached (and I suppose that
you are interested in determining whether the events you relate
could receive some natural explanation) your name vould not be
connected in any vay vith the public disclosure of our findings
on the cas?.

Do you think you could provide uore information on
this matter ? Your interest in this analysis vould be most
appreciated.

Very sincerely yours,



BAY AREA SUBCOMMITTEE OF NICAP
(NATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS COMMITTEE ON AERIAL PHENOMENA)

THE SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION
OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS

September 29, 1965

737 SARANAC DRIVE
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
PHONE: 736-0550

KECEIVEOOM -U96S

Mr. Richard Hall - NICAP
1536 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D. C, 20036

Dear Dicks

This is mostly for you and Lee Katohen. I have just received two arrow
heads from David Slette our Sacramento Subcommittee member who is follow
ing up on the Donald Shrum, Cicso Grove, Calif, deer hunting sighting
where Shrum was treed by robots and small humanoids after dark in the
wilds. He shot three arrows at the robots last fall (6k). The AF has
kept the other arrow-head, but if you want me to send these in to you for
metallurgy tests as Lee suggested, I will send them.

David tells me that Shrum is willing to-take a sodium-pentathol test if
we can arrange same* How do we go about this? Please let me know.

Any satisfaction on Incident #3 yet?

Best regards,

Paul

PCCijc
P.S. Hope you got the art illustrations I sent and that they aren't

damaged. Sent a bunch of slides yesterday too.
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Dear Mr.

' ' October 17, I965

I'm sorry that we did not get achance to talk before you moved;
now I find that the telephone company does not have a new number for
you. I'm addressing this to your old address in the hopes that it
will be forwarded and that"you can write me when it would be possible
for me to see you in Sacramento. Monday is the only week-day Ican
be away in the morning, but Saturday or Sunday would be al] ri^ht. .
Iam most anxious to find from you some details, but of coursc'your
privacy will be scrupulously respected.

I'm looking forward to hearing from you. As for the times Icould be
*n Sacramento, the 25th would be a good day; I could arrive about
10:00 A.M.

Sincerely yours,

James A'. Harder
2808 Hilgard St.
Berkeley 9, Calif.

25
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November 15, 1965

Mr. Henry C. Kawecki
Box 151
Fleetwood, Pa.

Dear Mr* Kawecki:

HENRY C. KAWECKI
DI18CTO*

Kawecki Chemical Company "m™,"'
boyeiitown, m.

The enclosed arrowhead has a wild story which
goes with it, and I feel sort of foolish submitting
it for analysis. But we try to be objective and it
is difficult to know where to draw the line.

A man named Donald S*NM of Orangeville, Calif.,
tells our Bay Area Subcommittee that he was hunting
deer in Desolation Valley, near Cisco Grove, Calif*

-oxHfcfe (I believe this was last year, though I don»t
have the exact reference at hand)! He came across a
mixture of strange beings, some robot-like and some
small humanoids. Supposedly he shot an arrow and hit
one of the robots. When he retrieved it later (after
allegedly being treed overnight, frightened by the
creatures), he says there were traces of a grayish
metal on the arrowhead-(enclosed).

Since creatures of both types have in the past
been reported in. connection with landed UFOs—we
have no way of knowing how reliably at this point—
we feel it is worth trying to determine if there are
any traces on the arrowhead.
Meanwhile, I will try to determine more details of

the alleged incident, the date, and the handling of the
arrowhead in the interim. I seem to recall that the
Air Force had the arrowhead for a while, but will check
on that point too (no pun intended).

Sincerely'yours,

Richard Hall
RHih Assistant Director

2$ . .• • ...•"
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Henry C. Kawecki cny
he £> •
Dr? « IV. ^

Conmilting Engineer
Box 151

Fleetwood, Pa.

June 13, 1966

T.li (A.C. 213)
WH-4-6080

| Mr. Richard Hall
Assistant Director

] National Investigations Committee
. on Aerial Phenomena

Washington 6, D. C. i

] Dear Mr. Hall: ,
i

! In reply to your letter of June 3, in
j reference your November 15 letter together with
| enclosures, our analytical people could find no

trace of any substance on the arrowheads and
i therefore there was really nothing to be ana

lyzed.

A couple of months ago we sent the sample
of tin which we reported to you was found at
the New Jersey siting of about a year ago to
Oak Ridge National Laboratory for an isotopic
analysis. This was done at the request of
Major S. Zaleski of Patrick Air Force Base,
Florida who, because of his personal interest,
felt that possibly a particular isotype of tin ;
would be an ideal coolant in fusion-powered j
craft. The analysis from Oak Ridge showed the j
tin to be of normal isotopic distribution, with
the comment however that it was of unusual puri
ty.

Best regards*
i

i

j . Sincerely,

27



Dear Mr. Cerny:

November 23, 1966
Thursday

I received your letter today. I still have not heard from the Air Force
about the arrow. If you are through with the arrows I would like very much to
have them back.

At the time I agreed to have the story published I thought that Professor
Harder was working through a branch of N.I.C.A.P. and that he was going to publish
the story himself not the Lorenzens. I did not know until later that he was
working with a different organization. (A.P.R.O.).

If N.I.C.A.P. wishes you have my permission to publish the story only if
you would please leave my name out of it.

The story that A.P.R.O. has published. They must of misunderstood me.
I have underlined everything that I feel is wrong. And I am sure that if you
play the tapes you made you will agree wioh me.

I agree with you about being hypnotised. I am sure you'would get a more
detailed story about the incident. If you would arrange it, I would be more than
happy to cooperate with you.

Very truly,

Don
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orricc or the BEcncTAny

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
, WASHINGTON 203)0

V > I

i i

i '

J

SEP -9 IS

Dear Mr. Bloecher:

This replies to your letter of August 28, 1968, in which you
requested information concerning a sighting by Donald Fgr~3>, on the
night of September ll/l2, 196k, in the vicinity of Cisco Grove,
California.

According to Air Force records, Mr S2S3 experienced his
sighting the night of September 5, 196k (not September ll/l2).
He reported his sighting to an astronomical observatory. The
observatory reported the incident to Mather Air Force Base in a
letter dated September 9, 196k, .r

A formal investigation was conducted by McClelland Air Force
Base on September 25, I96I*. Mr. SdZSJ provided the Air Force with
an arrow tip, but not(with a complete arrow. The tip was not
subjected to any laboratory analysis. It has been loaned to the
Uni/ersity of Colorado UFO Study Group, and, as yet, has not been
returned to Mr. SC313

The"1Air Force evaluation of Mr. SlSSSIs sighting is carried
in the OTHER category.

• / Sincerely,

32

i. 1 1

''JAMES H. AIKMAN ,
Major, USAF
Chief, Civil Brancn
Community Relations Division
Office of Information

Mr Ted Bloecher

National Investigation Committee
on Aerial Phenomena

1536 Connecticut Avenue
Washington, D. C. 20036 ', ' 1
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CISCO GROVE, CALIFORNIA, BOW AND ARROW CASE

SIGHTED SEPTEMBER 6, 196#

INTERVIEWED BY PAUL C. CERNY AND DAVID SLETTS"

OF THE BAY AREA SUBCOMMITTEE OF NICAP

TRANSCRIBED AUGUST 29, 1968



QUESTION: And you had this experience near Cisco Grove on Highway 40; and

do you remember the date now?

ANSWER: The sixth and seventh of last September.

QUESTION: Then that was almost a year ago now?

ANSWER: Yes.

QUESTION: Now, what were you doing out there and who were you with?

ANSWER: I was with two other fellows. I was bow hunting.

QUESTION: This was before rifle season?

ANSWER: This was before rifle season. And we packed back in and I got separated

from the rest of the party.

QUESTION: How did you happen to do this?

ANSWER: We hunted all day Friday and we just got too far out. I was the farthest out.

QUESTION: You actually more or less separate and fan out?

ANSWER: Yes.

Q: Did you have walkie talkies or anything.?

A: No. We kept each other in sight up to that one point. I was on top of this ridge

and the other fellows were down below and they told me to go on around, and they

didn't realize it was as far around as it was. By the time I got around (my sense of

direction isn't too good—I just go by the sun and it was going down).

Q: And they wanted you to take a long hike?

A: Yeah. I got down in this real brushy country. I couldn't tell. I really got

tangled up, and by the time I got out of there it was dark and I could see these

rocks up on the ridge - pretty bright.

Q: So you just climbed up there?

A: So I just got to the highest point to see if I could see camp, and the other fellow

he was close enough that one guy was almost right at camp and the other guy was

close enough that he saw the lantern from camp so he made it back. And I was just

too far out. I was over about three mountains from camp, so I didn't see it at all.

And there was a - you know - I planned to spend the night in a tree, so I just got

up there. I guess it was maybe an hour passed and I saw a light; first it was down

below the horizon.
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Q: Was this after dusk? Or after it got dark out?

A: Yes, it was dark. Just before the moon. The moon was just starting to come up.

Q: Was it a full moon or not?

A: Geez, I can't remember. It was awful bright.

Q: Probably close to a full moon?

A: Yeah. And this - I saw a light, you know, and it looked just like a flashlight or

a lantern, at first, bobbin' up and down but it was below the horizon.

Q: Down below the tree level?

A: Yeah, below the tree level. I saw it go up over a tree and then down and I thought

maybe it's a helicopter from the ranger station.

Q: All you could see was just the light; no other object or ship or anything?

A: That's all I could see.

Q: No blobs back of it or anything?

A: No. It was dark against the hill and that was all I could see.

Q: Just the light?

A: Yeah.

Q: White?

A: Yeah. Not like a beam. It was just like - you know - .

Q: A white lamp bulb?

A: Yeah. Only it didn't show any light - you know.

Q: It didn't radiate then?

A: Yeah. Right. It didn't flash a beam upward.

Q: It wasn't really too bright?

A: Yeah. Right. And it went along this long ridge. It was way back in here

somewhere, so I jumped down and I lit three fires on the rocks about ten feet apart

just to - -

Q: Attract their attention?

A: Yeah. And I stood between two of them and started waving my arms and they turned

and came" right up. Oh I guess within 50 - 60 yards, something like that.

Q: Could you see any shape then?

A: And at this point I still couldn't see any shape. All I could see was this light that

it came right up - a - was between these two trees and -

Q: Did you hear any noise?

A: That's what scared me. I didn't hear no noise at all.



Q: No noise at all?

A: No nothing. Just completely quiet and just, you know, hung there, and I was

pretty sure it was no helicopter, and at that time all I could see was that little

light. I thought maybe it was just a little dinky thing because I couldn't see

anything behind it.

Q: What do you think it was that you saw?

A: Well, I thought of a flying saucer then, but I thought it was just a little tiny one,

you know, and, after, so I just threw my bow up in the tree and got up there.

And I had camouflage clothing on from head to toe - all the way - hat and

everything.

Q: By the time it got up to you, how far from you do you figure it was in yards or

feet?

A: I say 50 or 60 yards and it and after I got in the tree I just - you know - just

froze - just sat as quiet as I could - maybe - you know - thought maybe they

couldn't see me, 'cause it was dark in the tree and it made about a half circle

around me and got over this canyon and the moon showed on it. Then I could

see and then it really scared me. I could see these three - oh, I don't know -

all I could see was just one surface. It just looked kind of flat to me from

where I was.

Q: Well, flat. How? This side?

A: Well, up, you know. And there were just three and - and they were graduated

ar\K even distance apart.

Q: Can you draw a sketch of what you shot when you saw?

A: Yes. Do you want me to draw it later?

Q: Yes. Let's draw it later. Keep that handy and let's say first sketch here. (Cerny)

A (cont.): Anyway there were just the three surfaces and they were all like you would

take aluminum foil and shake it - you know - wiggle it against the fires and would

just - and you could see it glistening effect. And then this light was way out in

front of it. I couldn't see any attachment to any of them and it just looked like

it was out by itself.

Q: Just the one light? And three surfaces?

A: Yeah. And these three shiny surfaces. And they weren't too - they were almost

straight out from me, but they were over the canyon and they were up a little

bit - and - and I set there and watched it - it must be four or five minutes or so,



and then something came out of the second one and all I could see was kind of a

flash. Something went straight down the hill.

Q: Something dropped out?

A: Yeah.

Q: Was this light just sort of suspended out in front and forward?

A: Yeah. It looked like it was just suspended out there and -

Q: Far away from the others?

A: Yeah. Almost like an electric eye or something like this - you know. And I saw

something come out of the center one and go straight down the canyon and I

couldn't see it. It was dark down there. And I didn't bother much about it,

just kept my eyes on the other one.

Q: You couldn't tell what it was or what shape it had?

A: Unh, unh. And then I heard a kind of a thrashing in the brush up here behind me,

you know, coming through the brush, and it was up on the hillside and then I saw

this little blinking light and I could see just a - and I could see just a - just like

part of a dome on top and just a little light flashing on it. And then I heard all

this crashing through the brush down the mountainside and then -

Q: Was this on the opposite side then of the canyon?

A: Yes. Uh huh. • This was on the complete - see, I was right on the point of the

canyon right on the point and from here to the tree it goes right straight down into

the canyon. I was more or less out on the point and I guess this object went down

behind me on the other side but then - oh I guess afeguik five minutes of that

crashing through the brush and I saw this first - uh - what you call it - person
some

or it was - a - some kind of a guy just all ir/kind of a light colored silver or

whitish looking uniform, with a - you know - the kind of puffs around sleeves

and joints - and -

Q: Something like our astronauts' suits? Sort of a strain and relief suit?

A: Yes. And then on the head - I couldn't see it - they had a helmet on - all I

could see was just a dark face, and it was - a - it came within I guess - oh a

hundred feet, I guess - stopped and messin' around with the manzanita and stuff,

and I don't know what it was doing - lookin' or what it was doing. And then

it was joined by another one just like it and they came down right below the

tree at the base of the tree and was lookin' up at me. And it had real large

eyes - eyes as big as silver dollars.



Q: How far away were you then?

A: I imagine about 12 feet - just right straight down on the tree.

Q: Any noise or sound come from out of them or around them?

A:/Just their walking. Oh, they had a kind of - 1 guess it was them - a signal setup

affair - this here kind of a cooing noise - something like an owl or something would

make - you know - and I heard it from them up on the hill and - and from the

main ship, I guess. And everytime this noise would come from the ship or something

they would do something else - you know - I just connected it - it might just have

been some owls out someplace, but I connected it - I don't know. Anyway the two

came up and then I heard this other crashing around me all just over a little bit

where they were and I saw these big eyes comin' just like two flashlights hooked

together or something.

Q: Were the eyes illuminated?

A: Yes. They were - uh - just like a candle in a - just like you put a candle in a

flashlight; almost like fire.

Q: What color was it?

A: Oh, just the color of fire. That's what it looked like. And when it came down -

right down the ridge instead of up the canyon like they did - and it stopped right

on top of the rocks just out in front of me.

Q: Just this other one?

A: Yes. And you could see its head kind of illuminated up real bright because of the eyes.

Q: You thought that the eyes were sort of giving off some sort of illumination or luminescenece

or something?

A: Well, I don't know. It just looked like fire, you know, just like its head was full of

fire, and that's the only way I can explain it.

Q: Just what did these things look like? Were they human in form: two legs, two arms,

and so on?

A: Yeah. They were human in form and they just - they seemed awful short, you know,

short, stocky -

Q: Short legs?

A: Yeah.

Q: Short arms?

A: No, they - in proportion they looked like a short man, you know. They weren't too -



Q: Approximately how high would you estimate?

A: Oh, five foot or so, five foot two or something like that - not very tall.

Q: What about the - any type of muscular appearance or muscles?

A: Yeah. They were more or less short and stocky built - you know what I mean?

Q: Did all of them look similar as far as their garb and what not was concerned?

A: The ones in white did. This robot looking affair was a little different. The one

with the eyes -

Q: Glowed or lit up?

A: Glowed, yes.

Q: Did the other that you figured were human, did their eyes glower?

A: No. Unh, unh. It was the -

Q: It was the robot that you signaled - the robot?

A: Yes. Uh huh.

Q: Was it any different looking in appearance from the others?

A: Well -

Q: It was the same general build?

A: It was the same general shape - a little bit taller - seems like it was a little bit

taller. It was standing up on the rocks so - where they were standing down below

me and it's kind of hard to get a depth perception.

Q: Did you notice any particular features about their feet?

A: No.

Q: You said they were standing on a rock - did it have actual feet or shoes?

A: Well, I couldn't see that. I couldn't see that clear but I knew it was some kind

of metal when I - later on - anyway, I - it seemed - uh - it could'a - the fires

I had built were just kind of cold then and it took its arm and wentxbbcKxx through

them ashes, you know, and scattered them all over the place and - uh - it just - uh -

then it came right up right under the tree just where I got up in the tree and stood

there for a while. The others were still down the base.

Q: They were all just watching for that one?

A: Yes, just looking.

Q: Staring?

A: Staring. They weren't doing anything else. And the way I was sitting in the tree -

kind of astraddle of one limb (there was two limbs come out on both sides of me and

the bow streteched across them and resting on the. limbs).



Q: Did you have any other weapons?

A: No. That's all you're allowed. You can't have any firearms.

Q: Sidearms?

A: No, you can't carry them in bow season and so this - call it a robot - and after it .

stood for awhile it took - it put one hand up to its mouth - I don't know why - and

some kind of like a white vapor came out and -

Q: Did it actually have a mouth? xxxJaoats. and facial features, or somewhat?

A: Like a - you know -

Q: A Charlie McCarthy type face?

A: Something like that. Just a hinged jaw or something, but you could see its head

looked metal or dark gray of some kind and - uh - the way it walked and

everything wasn't - you know - wasn't flexible like - like the other ones.

Q: How about the body shape of these robots: what did they look like? Were they

fashioned just exactly Jd-foeotkisx as the beings themselves?

A: Well, general shape, I couldn't see in detail. The general shape was like a man.

And then land this robot, when it kind of white vapor, smoke or whatever it was

came out, then I blacked out.

Q: It got to you?

A: Yeah.

Q: Did it blow it right at you or something?

A: Well, it was almost like - it was a little breeze. He was upwind from me so it

just kind of came up through the trees and it act like a nitrogen would; just like

take the place of air, couldn't breathe, just gas.

Q: A stuffy feeling?

A: Yeah, just gasp for breath and -

Q: Did you notice any particular odor or anything like smog?

A: No, I didn't. I never did smell anything. There was no smell of any kind, but I

just kind of gasped for breath and then I just blacked out and I fell across my bow

and that was the only thing that kept me in the tree and when I woke up I had the

dry heaves and then-uh I figured they were out to get me then. I was going to be

peaceful and quiet before that.

Q: How long do you feel you were out? Do you have any idea?

A: I don't think it was very long. I was half conscious. I could feel myself fall over the

bow and then get right up. I wasn't - I doubt if I was out more than -
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Q: A few minutes?

A: Yeah. Two minutes.

Q: You were still down in the respective same place?

A: Yes. Uh, huh. And then I lit a book of matches. I had about six or seven books of

matches with me so I lit a book of matches and threw it down just to see if it would

scare 'em away - and it did. They backed up and, so then I started going crazy with

fire then. I lit my hat and I guess I had a lot of hair oil on it 'cause it really blazed

up when I threw it down right at the base of the tree, and they backed way up. They

stayed away a good fifty - seventy-five feet away and as soon as this blazed I noticed

this ship just shot way up in the air 'cause I didn't see it go up there - I just looked

and it was just way up there. I could just barely see it then.

Q: As you threw the fire down?

A: Yeah. I guess, I guess it was kind of uncertain itself. And it backed up.

Q: And it hung up higher in the sky?

A: Yeah. It just stayed up higher. I could just make it out up there. & And just

as soon as the fire started dyin' down, why, they started comin' back and you can

tell by this terrain in these pictures that there is very little brush or anything around

and I was tryin1 to catch it on fire, you knowx^xauu«}cpqosb<.»ik)aidop^

Cerny: Just about put the tree on fire?

A: Yeah.

Cerny: That would have been a hot one.

A: [Laughterl Yeah. The area is pretty well cleared. It's mostly rock and there is

patches of brush so I tried to start them on fire. Oh, I took everything out of my

pockets that weighed anything and I ripped my camouflage clothing off and - and

I was burning it - throwin' it down - I hadn't - oh I just ended up with levis and

T-shirt on and shoes. Besides I burned everything I had to burn. My hunting

license and everything out of my wallet that would burn and then I ended up getting

just one little fire started. With all that burnin1 and stuff. But they stayed back

as long as there was fire - a good blaze goin'. As soon as it died down they'd come

back in.

Q: What time of night was this by the way?

A: Oh, geez, I'd say it was an hour - two hours after the moon - I'm not sure - 12 -

1 o'clock. In that area. I didn't have a watch with me.



Q: Had you noticed the position of the moon in the sky at that time?

A: No, I didn't.

Q: Backing up a little. You say that when you first noticed this light and you climbed
into the tree this was about an hour or two after dark.

A: Just about two hours after dark.

Q: And this was in September?

A: Yeah.

Q: So it got dark about 7 o'clock in September. So about 12 or 1 o'clock would have

been a period of about 5 hours - 6 hours.

Sletty: Actually in September I think it would be more like 7:30 or 8 o'clock.

Cerny: Possibly. But then you know it gets dark in about an hour.

Contactee: It was probably a good three hours after dark.

Q: That was when you first noticed the K lights?

A: Yes. I imagine it was around then.

Q: Then the whole episode k kept on for about how long would you say?

A: Well.

Q: From the time you first saw the light until the time the things went away and left

you alone.

A: Well, it was early morning by the time after, well, after burning everything I could

burn I tried shooting the robot with my bow and he was the only one that was doin'

anything against me. The other two just stood and looked. So. The bow I've got

it's - it has the velocity of a rifle at that close range - 12 feet or so. So I just

pulled it back as far as I could and I hit him the first time and it shoved him back

against the rocks. But that's all and -

Q: Did it move him?

A: Yeah. It moved him back and it just - when it hit it was just like a big arc flash

and it just flashed up real bright and I only had three arrows with me so - so that's

all I shot. I hit him three times and all three times it pushed him back a little bit.

And just a big bright flash. And I didn't have it all.

Q: Approximately where you hit him was on a shoulder somewhere?

A: Well, it was in the general vicinity of the heart. That's the way I aimed so, so it

seemed to push him in that direction. He was right up against the rocks so it didn't

push very far and every time I shot, too, these others scattered a little bit and I guess

it kinda . . .
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Q: Scared them away?

A: Scared them a little bit. And - a - then after I got rid of that I . . . went to the

top of the tree and I hung - I tied my belt around me and the top of the tree just

in case.

Q: Did they make any attempt to fire anything back at you or anything?

A: No. There was nothing.

Q: There was no return fire.

A: No return fire or anything.

Q: How many attempts were there with this gas?

A: It - it went on all night - all night long that's all I can remember. Well, I don't

think I was out more than - it couldn't be a few minutes - they would - these two

would try to get up the tree.

Q: Oh, they would?

A: Two in white and tried to boost each other up the tree which is I guess about 12 foot

to the first limb from where they were standing. And every time they would get up

I just grabbed ahold of the tree and shake as far as I could bend the tree as far as I

could and the tree just as soon as there would be the least little movement they'd

get down. They were, I guess, uncertain of just what happened. And it kept them

down and I broke limbs off and threw them down and I threww all the change I had

in my pockets. I threw that down and anything I had with me I threw down xjc just

to try to distract them. And, oh, this went on almost all night. Just - I'd - a -

a- gas would come up and I'd black out and the - how I timed myself when I was out

I'd be shaking the tree and then this gas would get me and I'd black out and then - a

- as soon as I - a - wake up I'd heave and - and as soon as I'd come to my senses

they'd be just starting to get up the tree so I knew I wasn't out very long 'cause they

- you know they - I don't think they'd stay away that aioc long, but - a -

Q: Kind of swx a nightmare, wasn't it?

A: Sure was. And I tried all kinds of goofy things, you know, just tried to distract them.

Q: Yelling or anything like that?

A: Yeah. I tried yelling and making all kinds of noises. I heard a bunch of coyotes off

in the distance howling so I even tried to do that just to make them think there was

more of me, you know, comin' and I tried everything I could think of, you know., to

try and etistroaot distract them. But they just went around there businesslike - you

know I wasn't there.
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Q: They didn't seem to hear you at all, huh?

A: They didn't seem to hear - well - uh - when I would shout these two - uh - in

human form would look up and all I could see was kind of a black flat lookin' face

with big eyes.

Q: What color were their eyes?

A: I couldn't tell the color. They were lighter that I could see - their eyes.

Q: They were regular size you would say?

A: Yeah. Extra. Seems like extra large. And - uh - their face was just kind of

black lookin' and I couldn't see if they had a helmet on or not. And they had

white - I could see the top - you know- it looked like a suit they had on and over

their head all I could see was a black patch of the face and the eyes. I couldn't

make out any features of the face and -

Q: Did you notice any kind of a nose?

A: No.

Q: A kind of a funny peaked nose or anything like that?

A: Well, it seemed like it was awful low on their face.

Q: Low?

A: Low. And flat.

Q: Sort of like a banana nose.

A: Yeah. As well as I could see. It's not too bright in moonlight. You can't see in

detail.

Cerny: No.

Contactee: No.

Cerny: That's right.

Contactee: Oh, the next morning. Oh, well, during the night, too, I could see there

must have been I guess five or six of the ones in white all together that I seen. I

could see them out, oh, goin' over a rock every once in a while or hear 'em out in

the brush thrash in' around.

Q: These three stayed there below the tree about all night so you could -

A: But these three stayed there - stayed there all the time, but I could see these others.

They just. It seemed like they were scouting for something - looking around for

something. I don't know what.

Q: How many was there all together?
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A: Uh - I'd say - oh - five or six all together. I could remember - I might have seen

the same one several times. I don't know. But, I'd say around five or six. But ,

uh, close where I - uh - I can't tell the time but it was - you know - the sky turns

pink just before it gets light. It was still dark but the sky was gettin' kind'a - you

know - getting a little color to it and then this - uh - the second robot came down.

And they were right - they moved some rock right to the base of the tree.

Q: Moved the rock?

A: Yes.

Q: How big was the rock?

A: Well, they didn't move it. They just moved from the rock. This other one moved

from the rock and - and they were both below the tree where the other two in white

stood before. And they stood facing each other. You can k see this tree is pretty

skimpy. You can see down through it. And, anyway, they stood facing each other

and just looked like a bunch of flashes going between them - like arc flashes and

all kinds of - they just lit up the whole area .beneath the tree and they was going

back and forth between these two and then the fog just started pourin' up and then

I couldn't see 'em after this smoke or whatever it was started pourin1 up and it

just - and I blacked out colder'n heck then. Then when I woke up I was hanging

just on my belt. My feet were hanging down and my head was hanging down?

Q: But still in the same position in the tree though?

A: Yeah. I was still in the top and my belt was holding me up arvi then and the

sky - it was light, but the sun hadn't come up yet and there was no sign of them.

I don' know, just like that.

Q: Now, going back to the ship itself, kkw Did you?

A: What?

Q: You said there was an object that dropped from another object in the sky. Now

where did you - could you see this object on the ground where it was?

A: Well, all I could see was the top and it was a light of flashing light on the top.

Q: The object that dropped out of the ship, you mean?

A: Yeah. Well, I guess that's what it was 'cause that's the direction they came from.

I just.

Q: How far was that away? Was there anything associated with it?

A: It was on this ridge - this ridge that - right up here behind me.
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Q: Down the trail?

A: This area, yes, right. And this - oh, right about - it would be back in here in the

picture. It was just on this side of that tree. There's that point. There's a fault

like a - there's a fairly clear up in there lot - quite a few clearings.

Q: Did this thing just float down out of the atmosphere or did it drop down pretty fast?

A: It went pretty fast. I saw a big flash of light, you know, as it left. I could

just see - I couldn't tell what shape it was or anything. I just see a dark object

sfaodx shoot right straight down and there was a flash when it came out of the second

one and then I never saw it any more until I saw the light up on the hill. I just

figured that was it.

Q: Did this ship stay relatively the same distance away most of the time?

A: Oh, after the fire it stayed up real high and I never did see it - you know it

never did come down close again.

Q: Oh, it just stayed up there?

A: It stayed up to the high point, but it was visible all night.

Q: Could you still see it on?

A: I was pretty busy on the ground and I dd didn't look up too often/

Cerny: Well, I'll be damned.

Q: How many robots. Was there anything else besides the eyes and the - this flashing

of the arrows^ that you got off to tell wx if there was any difference like they were

wearing some kind of a garment like the robot?

A: Well, it was on this rock, it was in the shadow of the tree as far as the moon and

they stand up, you know, and all I could see - I could see the face fairly plain

because of the eyes lighting up and then I seen that one hand when it was going

through the fire like it was in joints, but it was like a hand, you know, fingers

and everything as well as I could see. I couldn't see much detail from the neck

down. It was just a general shape, that's all.

Q: Did you notice them carrying anything? Like any weapons or any objects?

A: No, they didn't seem to have anything.

Q: Just walking around barehanded?

A: At one time when I threw my canteen down, this one from the tree ran over and

picked it up and looked it over and threw it back and discarded it.

Q: Do you have that canteen yet?

A: Yeah. It's out in the garage of my father-in-law's. Whenl came down the next
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morning, too, all the - I never found any change. I threw better than a dollar's worth

of change down. I don't know if it was bright object that they picked up or ws what.

I never - it might have lain in cracks. I never -

Q: Did you find any of it?

A: I didn't stay around too long to check. I didn't see too much. I - I just picked up

my bow and I found that one arrow that it was - I guess after it hit - it landed in

the top of some manzanita and of course that's the only reason I found it.

Q: Are these the two other fellows that were with you?

A: No. Let's see, this is one.

Q: This one?

A: Yeah. This one. This is a later trip. I went out just with my brother.

Q: Who were the fellows that were with you?

A: was one.

Q: Do you care if I take their names down?

A: Yeah. I guess it's all right.

Q: too?

A:

Q: Now where does he live?

A: He lives in Citrus Heights. I'm not sure. I don't know the address.

Q: You got his telephone number or anything?

A: Yes, I think I can get that.

Q: Does he work at Aerojet?

A: Yes. Uh huh. And the other one was .

Cerny: ?

Contactee: Uh huh.

Q: Where does he live?

A: He lives in Loomis.

Cerny: Probably get those. Probably talk with them. We may like to just call them and

talk to them.

Contactee: Well, now, this . He was the one in the middle that -

you know - he was actually lost the same as I was but - but this , he made

it back to camp. He was close enough that he made it to camp.

Q: What happened to ? Did he camp somewhere?

A: Well, he - he planned on camping out and he stayed out for - he just got down behind



some big rocks and lit himself a little tiny fire - I don't think he x ever did lit - I

think he was going to. That's right. He stayed there for awhile and then he saw

's light from camp so he went on.

Q: He xeeoot went on in just for that?

A: He was close enough so that he could make it on in.

Cerny: I see.

Contactee: But. He was telling me the next day that he saw this - uh - he got - he

thought it was a shooting star at the time and it stuck out in his mind that he said,

"Geez I never saw a shooting star come in that low and last that long." And that's

what he really, you know, he was pretty confident that I was telling the truth after

that 'cause he - you know - when he saw that. And then we heard a report the

next morning on radio out in Nevada that a large meteor was seen coming in the

sky which I knew it wasn't.

Cerny: Well, it could have been another meteor too.
It could have been.

Contactee:/ But the one I saw wasn't.

Cerny: Well, I'll be darned.

Contactee: Well, fthatt - now the Air Force they tried to tell me that [conversation in

the background undistinguishable here]

Q: Who is, I mean, how did you know this? Purpose, or anything else.

Contactee's wife answers: My mother - uh - knew it when she was going to Sact speech

she knew it. There was a professor down there who started it.

Q: Well, I mean, where did - did he teach some statistic facts?

A: He's retired now and he did teach at Sac State and he's the head of -

Q: Sacramento State?

A: Yes.

Q: That's the abbreviation for Sacramento State? And you talked to him?

A: And then we heard a report the next morning on radio that from Nevada that a large

meteor was seen - you know - coming into this county

Contactee's wife: Does he know the professor that Aunt Bee talked to?

Cerny: [The remarks are unintelligible.]

Q: Who is, I mean, how did you know -

Contactees wife: My mother - uh - when she was going to Sac State she was - knew

him, the professor down there.

Q: Does he teach some specific class?

15
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A: He's retired now and he did teach at Sac State.

Q: Sacramento State?

A: Yes.

Cerny: That's the abbreviation for [unintelligible]. And you people talked to him first

about these sightings? Is this fellow, this fellow you say your mother knows -

Contactee: Well, she just knew of him. She didn't know him personally.

Q: What does he teach.

A: He's retired now. He used to, he still -

Contactee's wife: Astronomy.

Q: He's an Astronomy teacher at,Sac State?

A: He was, but he's retired. But he's still active in organizations of astronomy.

Q: Did you tell him the whole story as you're telling us?

A: Yes. He is the one that got in touch with the Air Force.

Q: He is the one that got in touch with the Air Force first?

A: He is the one that arranged the interview and all.

Q: Did he have confidence in your story?

A: Not - not - I don't think he did. He kept telling me the instance where his family

saw this and that and it turned out to be searchlights in the cloud or something like

that you know.

Q: What did he say about these little fellows you were arguing with?

A: Well, I -

Q: Did he figure this was just a bad dream or something?

A: Him and the Air Force both they tried to say, well, hallucinations - you know - and
|USt

I told them that hallucinations/don't last all night long

Comment: It looks like he was briefed by the Air Force to begin with.

Contactee: And then they tried to say, well, then, you know, during the war we had

trouble with Japanese coming over and then they were trying to say it was teenagers

trying to pull a prank and I told them I could see a bunch of teenagers dressed in

space suits.

Cerny: Way out in the middle of nowhere.

Contactee: Way out in the middle of nowhere.

Contactee's wife: And they tried to say it was a group of their trainees out up in the

mountains.

Contactee: And we called the Air Force, you know, later, just to find out if they had

any, you know, groups in that area. They said they had no hx training in the area
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like that, you know, so, we disproved that. And the fact that they didn't know how

to climb a tree or they seemed afraid of the tree and later afraid of fire. I knew

right there it wasn't Japanese or any - you know - anybody on earth that could cause

any common sense would - you know -

x3ea&5fx Cerny: They would know how to climb a tree.

Contactee: Yeah. And they'd know someway of getting me out of there if they wanted

me out. I don't know.

Comment by Cerny: If they knew the tricks.

Contactee: If they tried enough.

Cerny: Dave, is there anything else you can think of? Things like that while we're here

and the tape's running?

A: No.

Cerny: Well, let's shut it off and if we think of something we cann always turn it back on.

Q: Now, what about - you say Captain Krog interviewed you in his home along with

the Sergeant?

A: Yes.

Q: They taped the whole interview and you went up there later on, you said?

A: Yes. I went there in the rifle season which was -

Q: Did you have anybody with you then?

A: It was my brother and the fellows that I went up with before.

Q: And what did you notice about the particular area mmk where you were at?

A: Well, it was a desolate area and that's vduat why it stuck out so much and it was

quite a burned area around there. A lot more than I thought it was when I left.

Q: You said that it looked like it was pretty well raked up around the -

A: It was raked over and there was quite a different brands of cigarettes layin' around,

cigar butts, and - and the area was clean. I had several - oh like the canteen

belt - there was a lot of metal objects on it and - uh -

Q: This was something you left there?

A: This was all stuff I left there. I knew it was there in the morning when I left.

Q: You didn't take it back? '
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A: I didn't take it back. Huh unh. This stuff was all gone. Nothing. It was cleaned

out.

Q: Did you see any place where they could possibly set down a helicopter - the Army

or the Air Force?

A: Well, they could have set down almost any place.

Q: Then, the Air Force went down there and really combed over the whole thing?

A: Yeah. They had a good map of the area there that the ranger station put out and

I had it marked and then plus this area - it was burnt - was kind of bright orange

looking, you know. A light color. And it really stuck out 'cause we, when we

went back - we could see the area from quite a ways, you know, when we went

down in there.

Q: Did you have any of these pictures the time you talked to them?

A: No, I didn't.

Q: Did you show them any?

A: No, I didn't have. And I took these later. But the area would have been easy to

find by air with that map. The location from the highway with the lake and the

position of the lakes -

JEfcx Cerny: And the lone tree sticking up there?

Contactee: Yeah. And the tree out by itself so -

Q: Can you tell us anything more about the Air Force action on this particular thing?

A: They took the arrow -

Q: They took the arrow and never returned it?

A: They told me they would return it as soon as they checked to see if there were any

metal filings on it.

Q: Didn't you say that someone said they were going to give you a copy of the tape

to -

A: Yeah. They said they'd give me a copy of the tape and they also said they'd keep

it quiet about my name, but then we got letters from news reporters - they got

information from the Pentagon -

x3ockJi/x Cerny: Oh, really?

Contactee: Some reporter came all the way out here. He looked - he thought that it

was grange - he heard that it was araoga Orangeville, but he thought it was Orange

County all the way down to Los Angeles - Orange County there - and it was from
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International United Press. And he came up here and he looked up - all he knew

was that it was that lived in Orange and had something to do - you know -

with UFO. So -

Q: Did you ever talk to him?

A: No - well - no. He - my brother lives right in Orangeville and he's a

so he said are you the that - you know - had something to do with UFOs?

And they said, no, that's my brother and they said they wanted my number and - and

they told him that I wasn't interested in giving - you know - any information to the

press so -

Q: Then you never did directly contact the press-?

A: No, I never did. I got several letters from publishing companies.

Q: Did you?

A: And different news men and stuff, but - you know - I just discarded them in the

wastebasket.

£en&rx Cerny: Well, we'll stop this time because I'm just knocking around. Is there

HHXJdagcx anything else you want to add here?

Q: Did you ever inquire about these arrows and try to get them back?

A: No. I never did try to call back to find out. I figure -

Cerny: Write them a letter.

Contactee's wife: Well, we never wrote the Air Force, but when we read the bb& article of

Keyhoe's in True Magazine that's when we decided to write.

Cerny: That's the way you discovered us?

Cont. wife: Yes.

i




